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5FRONT MATTER

0. FRONT	MATTER

0.1 EXECUTIVE	SUMMARY	

Humanity is currently confronting a value crisis: in order to prop up a perpetual increase of financial value, 
we are degenerating the very social and ecological resources that undergird the intrinsic value of living. 
Therefore, we must create a new system of value – one predicated on continually regenerating the social 
and ecological resources that are vital to the wellbeing of all living beings, in the spirit of interconnected-
ness. 

This Value Cycles Blueprint makes a case for this radical reconceptualization of our system of value as Sys-
tem Value, which would displace the current regime of social and ecological value extraction to support 
financial value concentration, with an approach that dynamically balances the creation of value across all 
systems – ecological, social, and economic. And to make this System Value creation durably flourishing, we 
must shift from the linear and even circular notions of value creation, and instead embrace cyclical and 
spiral value creation structures, which mimic how natural living systems function.

Value 

The Blueprint kicks off by distilling down the most fundamental definition of value:

 claims embracing the fitness, the desirability of a (possible) fact.

In other words, a fact is a claim about what is; value is a claim about what ought to be. So, in order to ac-
tualize value in the real world, we must align what is with what ought to be, as visualized in the following 
quotient, which seeks equalization:
 
 Is 
	 -----	 →		 Is	=	Ought
	 Ought

This configuration aligns with the Sustainability Quotient, which can be visualized thus:

   Actual Impacts
	 Sustainability		 =	 -------------------
	 	 	 Normative	Impacts

The Blueprint asserts that, while definitions of value may differ at the individual level, at the collective 
level, sustainability is a universal baseline of value – the minimum bar of what’s fit, desirable, and possible. 

In Chapter 2, the Blueprint traces an evolutionary trajectory from Shareholder Value to Shared Value to 
Valueism. It then pauses to consider the confounding question of Valuation to set the foundation for 
identifying the shortcomings of Impact	Valuation – namely, that it considers impacts across diverse cap-
ital resources (natural, social, human, etc.) to be interchangeable, and it fails to account for the carrying 
capacity thresholds of these vital capitals resources. 

To address these shortcomings, the Blueprint proposes the next developmental evolution to System Val-
ue, which inherently accounts for Intrinsic Value. This Chapter ends by asserting the need to shift to 
conceive of Economies as Ecosystems, which would enable the actualization of System Value in a Regen-
erative and Distributive Economy.
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Cycles

Building off the notion of value as a knowledge claim, the Blueprint illustrates the fundamental nature of 
cycles by appealing to the example of the knowledge life cycle, whereby knowledge is continually pro-
duced, assessed, enacted, re-assessed, and either validated for continuation in the cycle, or rejected from 
the cycle as unfit and/or undesirable.

Against this backdrop, the Blueprint traces the evolution of directionality in conceptions of value creation, 
from Value Chains to the Circular Economy, critiquing shortcomings of each of these doctrines. For exam-
ple, a robust body of evidence demonstrates that Circularity does not inherently reconcile with Sustain-
ability, and the Circular Economy stands in need of humanization (to complement its focus on biological 
and technological metabolism) through the Circular Humansphere. 

The Circularity / Sustainability disjunction points to the need for Thermodynamic	Accounting that rec-
onciles recycling efforts with the fundamental laws of entropy and the conservation of energy. Applying 
a geophysical lens to the question of regeneration, the Blueprint then examines Bioregional	Circulation 
as the appropriate scale of intervention. Finally, Chapter 3 ends by positing the Cyclical Economy as the 
next evolutionary development, predicated on the notion fractal proportionality whereby cyclical value 
flows are nested between linear and circular flows on the one hand, and spiral flows and the other, and 
represent the appropriate scope of focus for applying to the macro question of an economy.

Value Cycles

Chapter Four pulls together the strands on Value from Chapter 2 and on Value in Chapter 3, culminating 
with a synthesis of the notion of System Value with the notion of Value Cycles to arrive at System Value 
Cycles as the pathway to a Regenerative & Distributive Economy, and ultimately to Thriveability. 

The Chapter then applies the concepts advanced in the Value Cycles Blueprint to the preceding Blueprints 
in the r3.0 Work Ecosystem, to see how they interweave. Of particular note, the development process of 
the Value Cycles Blueprint prompted r3.0 to reassess the Strategy Continuum introduced in the first Blue-
print (on Reporting), resulting in its redesign and reintroduction as the Maturation	Matrix. In addition to 
covering the alignments with all previous Blueprints, this Chapter also assesses the overlap with other el-
ements of the r3.0 Work Ecosystem, including the Rightholders concept, as well as r3.0’s commitment to 
Thresholds & Allocations and it advocacy for True Costing, Benefiting, Pricing, Compensating, and Taxing.  

The Blueprint ends with a set of broad Recommendations: 

•	 Identify	your	Definition	of	“Value”
•	 Acknowledge	the	Current	Value	Crisis,	and	Work	for	a	New	System	of	Value	
•	 Embrace	and	Apply	the	Sustainability	Quotient
•	 Advance	a	System	of	Value	that	Embraces	System	Value	
• Transcend Linear and Circular to Embrace Cyclical and Spiral Value 
•	 Integrate	Value	Scales	through	Fractal	Nesting	(or	Panarchy)
•	 Apply	Thermodynamic	Accounting	
•	 Encourage	Bioregional	Circulation	
•	 Spur	the	Emergence	of	a	Cyclical	Economy	
•	 Map	Value	Development	Pathways	Using	the	r3.0	Maturation	Matrix
•	 Apply	the	Integral	Materiality	Process	to	Determine	Impact	Relevance
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Figure	1:	Overview of Value Cycles Blueprint 

0.2. BACKGROUND	ON	THE	R3.0	BLUEPRINT	PROCESS

This Blueprint is the seventh in the r3.0 series, and the second of four in the Second Phase of Blueprint 
development (2019 – 2022). As a global common good, pre-competitive, market-making not-for-profit 
organization, r3.0 has created a templated process for creating Blueprints in diverse fields that identify 1) 
current practice and 2) current ambition in the field in question, then compare this practice and ambition 
to 3) necessary ambition (based on science and ethics) for spurring the emergence of a regenerative and 
distributive economy. 

In other words, the Blueprints conduct gap analyses. The Blueprints then backcast1 from the desired 
future on the far side of the gap to proposes a set of Recommendations of hands-on approaches that 
different actors can take to fill the gaps, thus building foundations for the sustainable structures of a new 
economy.

r3.0 piloted this process in a First Phase (2015 – 2019), including Blueprints on 21st Century Reporting, 
Accounting, Data, and New Business Models, plus a fifth Transformation Journey Blueprint that synthe-
sizes these first four into an implementation framework to trigger necessary transformation. The Second 
Phase covers the fields of Sustainable Finance, Value Cycles, Governments / Multilaterals / Foundations, 
and Education. 

We invite diverse constituencies to translate these Recommendations into implementation as a key step 
toward spurring the emergence of a truly Regenerative & Distributive Economy built on System Value 
Cycles
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Blueprint	Due	Process

The templated Due Process r3.0 has developed centers around a Working Group (WG) of 20-40 global 
experts that gathers for a 12-month development process of vetting Recommendations and the Blue-
prints overall, inviting input at several critical moments:

• 	Draft	Content	Index: r3.0 authors draft a Content Index to introduce the key concepts to be covered, 
as well as the overall structure and scope of the Blueprint, with WG members assessing for focus and 
completeness; WG members also indicate special interest areas and suggest materials for the litera-
ture and practice review.

• 	Exposure	Draft	One: r3.0 authors then produce a first full Exposure Draft, which WG members eval-
uate through two types of convenings: 

 o 	In-Person	Meeting	One: WG members who can attend meet face-to-face to discuss the First Ex-
posure Draft, providing critical early feedback on direction.

 o 	Virtual	Dialogue: All WG members are invited to a one-week, asynchronous virtual dialogue host-
ed on the Currnt online engagement platform, where they engage via text commentary through a 
set of prompts for critical feedback.  

• 	Exposure	Draft	Two: taking into account feedback from the first In-Person Meeting and Virtual Dia-
logue, r3.0 authors produce a second Exposure Draft that introduces the formal Recommendations, 
which is exposed to two forms of formal input:

 o 	In-Person	Meeting	Two: a second In-Person Meeting takes place, typically on a different continent 
from the first In-Person Meeting to enhance geographic diversity, to prepare the Blueprint for final 
publication.

 o 	Public	Comment	Period: The second Exposure Draft is released publicly for a one-month Public 
Comment Period, enabling both formal and informal input opportunities.

•  Final Blueprint: A final version of the Blueprint is released at the annual r3.0 Conference, and made 
freely available on the r3.0 Website.

0.3. AUDIENCE

The Value Cycles Blueprint brings together a broad spectrum of concepts, mainly about the foundational 
and evolving definitions of value as we move toward a Regenerative & Distributive Economy (see chapter 
2) and the design of strategies and economies intended to move closer to this end goal (see chapter 3). 
This means that the audience for this Blueprint is quite diverse and Recommendations need to be ad-
dressed to many constituencies. 

At r3.0 we always think of 5 levels (or scales): 

• Nano (individual);
• Micro (organizations); 
• Meso (industries, habitats, portfolios);
• Macro (economic, social, and ecological systems); and 
• Supra (meta/existential).  

r3.0 Blueprints typically end with a chapter of Targeted Recommendations for the necessary constituen-
cies. You will find these Recommendations in chapter 5 of this Blueprint. 
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We think the following constituencies are part of the audience and should think about their very own 
contribution in the overall concert of necessary system adaptation towards the Regenerative and Distrib-
utive Economy:

•  Corporations: The main engines of our globalized economy, connected through supply and demand 
chains (and cycles) all over the world, and of many sizes and legal forms. This already carries three main 
concerns in the design of a Regenerative and Distributive Economy:

 o  what sort of connections and dependencies are feasible in a future economy model in supply and 
demand chains and cycles?

 o  What size is still manageable in order to keep stocks and flows, supply and demand in an equilib-
rium that allows all human beings to achieve wellbeing?

 o  What legal forms are feasible and ideal in a future Regenerative and Distributive Economy?
 o  What’s the role of corporate industry associations in support of a Regenerative and Distributive 

Economy?
• 	Governments: National governments are aiming to achieve the best possible outcomes on jobs, health, 

(industrial) infrastructure, mobility, food, etc. for their country. We have often seen that advantages 
of one country are achieved at the expense of other countries, including power games and war (over 
resources). And sub-national governments (regional, municipal, etc.) need to balance national policy 
with more localized priorities. The goal of achieving a Regenerative and Distributive Economy poses 
various challenges to governments:

 o  Collaboration of governments towards collective goals that take into account the wellbeing of the 
whole;

 o  Dynamically balancing priorities set in the context of (artificial) political borders with those set 
according to (natural) bioregional boundaries;

 o Government support levels for designing and realizing a Regenerative & Distributive Economy.
• 	Multilateral	Organizations: Multilaterals often have a coordination role between countries in terms 

of regional security, trade, finance, etc. They also often fund overarching and joint campaigns for 
smoother transactions between countries or industries. The Regenerative & Distributive Economy 
design also poses challenges to them:

 o  What is the role of multilateral coordination, based on which principles and end goal, also between 
multilateral organizations?

 o  Who is coordinating efforts? Are the United Nations a continued and valuable player in this coor-
dination?

 o  What sort of coordination is needed in a Regenerative & Distributive Economy, where bioregional 
or habitat-based approaches weave and learn together for achieving the right equilibrium?

• 	Foundations: There are industry-based and corporate foundations, mission-based foundations and 
foundations supporting all kinds of purposes, like art, music, education, etc. The Regenerative and 
Distributive Economy is a systemic combination of various pieces of a bigger puzzle, which makes it 
difficult to coordinate.

 o  How to design an overarching funding concept in which foundations may position themselves as 
a funder of necessary pieces of the new economy setup?

 o  How to design coordinated funding approaches for foundations, so that necessary projects and 
initiatives receive support in the transition?

• 	Investors: In parallel with this Value Cycles Blueprint, r3.0 is also releasing a specific Sustainable Fi-
nance Blueprint that explores how the financial system can leverage both enabling and activating 
factors, by adding clarifications to the definition and flow of value, which needs support by all sorts of 
investors. The Value Cycles Blueprint will keep a broad definition of investment and addresses more 
generally what role investors have.  
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•  Academia: Universities (including those devoted to applied science) as well as specific research insti-
tutions and centers on a broad range of academic sciences have a special role to play in bridging schol-
arship and practice. How can we ensure that this Blueprint helps to bridge between current curricula 
and research programs and what’s needed for a Regenerative & Distributive Economy. r3.0 will release 
a specific Blueprint on Educational Transformation in 2021; still, we will be addressing expectations 
and Recommendations in this Blueprint as well.

• 	Civil	Society	/	Nongovernmental	Organizations	(NGOs): there is a plethora of initiatives and NGOs 
that are in business to ‘make the world a better place’. While this wealth of positive energy is welcome, 
it also leads to unintended consequences of lack of coordination, redundant and even counter-pro-
ductive initiatives, and focus on issues in isolation in an interconnected world. There is also often 
little clarity how single success is defined, what impact means and how that leads to a Regenerative & 
Distributive Economy. 

•  Consultancies: consultancies typically supply what the market demands, making it difficult for them 
to advocate for systemic transformation. Yet exclusively pursuing the more viable business model of 
incremental progress will ultimately collapse the market. How can consultancies step up to the chal-
lenge while maintaining their own viability and vibrancy?

• 	Individuals: Individual human beings, defined more by their own unique needs and wishes more than 
by any organizational or institutional affiliations, strive for wellbeing, a healthy work/life balance, and 
often some form of spiritual connectedness to more eternal truths. Often consumerism distracts us 
from these more fundamental goals that carry intrinsic value. How can a Regenerative & Distributive 
Economy, based on System Value and the sustainable cyclical flow of capitals support individuals in 
their deeper needs for belonging, wellbeing, and even fulfillment and transcendence?

1.	 INTRODUCTION

Now we are asked to do something that has never been done before: create	a	system	of	value	that	is	
equitable,	sustainable	and	inclusive. This will require awakening the heart within each of us of 

what it means to be human – a deep-seated	yearning	for	interconnectedness in the 
present and intergenerational responsibility for the future.

James Quilligan, 20202

I have tried to open a new dialogue by showing that the	creation	of	value	is	collective... If I have been 
critical, it’s because such criticism is badly needed; it is, moreover, a necessary preliminary to the	creation	
of	a	new	economics:	an	economics	of	hope. After all, if	we	cannot	dream	of	a	better	future	and	

try	to	make	it	happen,	there	is	no	real	reason	why	we	should	care	about	value. 
And this perhaps is the greatest lesson of all.

Mariana Mazzucato, 20173 

A business model designed to maximize financial capital will not necessarily create the greatest value. 
From a value perspective, if a business model transforms capitals with a greater value (work capacity) than 

money into money, the transformation is inefficient. The	result	is	more	money	but	less	value. 
In practical terms, this means the business model is producing less capacity to do work in the future. 

This	paradox	is	at	the	root	of	neoclassical	economics. Rather than capitalize resources, 
it leads to an overall decapitalisation.  More money but less capacity to bring about positive change. 

A	paradox	that	eventually	leads	to	a	value	crisis.
Peter Tunjic, 20184 
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We in humanity find ourselves in a value crisis: the dominant conception of value, which places a price tag 
on life in order to chase the ghost of perpetual progress, has resulted in the opposite: overall degenera-
tion that now threatens the life-sustaining functions of our planetary home. Of course, a crisis is also an 
inflection point: we have the opportunity to pivot to a new system of value, animated by our hearts’ hopes 
and dreams, and fed by interconnection and regeneration. 

But is such a transformation to a new system of value actually possible, and if so, how? What would such 
a new value system look like?

These are the questions this Value Cycles Blueprint asks. In so doing, it identifies the fatal flaws in our 
current conception of value (not to mention its dead-end sense of direction), as well as the shortcomings 
of our current efforts at reformation. The Blueprint makes a case for a more radical reconceptualization 
of our system of value as System Value. In other words, we must create a system of value that creates value 
across all systems – ecological, social, and economic. 

The Blueprint also makes a case for transcending our current infatuation with circularity, in recognition 
that nature works not so much in circles as in cycles. We make this distinction clear as we scope back, 
recognizing that while healthy systems may seem linear or circular at close range, a further vantage reveals 
that natural systems actually function in cycles and spirals. The key, we demonstrate, is proper propor-
tionality, in the fractal design that nature teaches us. 

1.1. WHAT	IS	VALUE?

Poets, prophets, and reformers are all picture-makers – and this ability is the secret of their 
power and of their achievements. They see what	ought	to	be by the reflection of 

what is, and endeavor to remove	the	contradiction.
Frederick Douglass, 18645  

If we want to rewrite economics, we need to redraw its pictures because we stand little 
chance of telling a new story if we stick to the old illustrations.

Kate Raworth, 20176 

What is value? This is the question Everett Wesley Hall – widely considered the definitive voice on value 
theory – asked in his 1952 book by this name.7 A decade later, in his posthumously published masterwork 
Our Knowledge of Fact and Value, he authoritatively asserts that value amounts to 

 claims embracing the fitness, the desirability of a (possible) fact.8  

In other words, while fact	claims involve the	way	things	are (in the descriptive sense), value	claims involve 
the	way	things	ought	to	be (in the normative – or evaluative – sense). Sometimes, facts and values are the 
same: what is aligns with what’s fit and desirable, and value is realized. Other times, however, facts and 
values misalign: what is, does not match what ought to be, and value remains aspirational. 

The human project is, we might say, to synchronize what is with what ought to be – as Frederick Douglass 
noted (as quoted in the epigraph above) while the Civil War raged around him in the United States in an 
epic struggle to “remove the contradiction” between “what is” and what “ought to be.” Douglass tapped 
into what Scottish philosopher David Hume identified a century-plus earlier as the “is-ought problem” in 
A Treatise on Human Nature (1739), closely related to the “fact-value distinction” in epistemology.9 
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Building on this philosophical foundation, Mark McElroy and colleagues proposed that the is-ought rela-
tionship can be conceptualized as a quotient: is / ought.10 Viewing this through Douglass’ lens, the goal is 
to seek equalization (“remove the contradiction”) between what is and what ought to be:

 Is 
	 -----	 →		 Is	=	Ought
	 Ought

Extending Douglass’ metaphor, we can use this equation to “re-draw” the picture from is ≠ ought to is = 
ought. And pictures are powerful mimetic devices 

At the individual level, what’s considered of value (“fit, desirable”) may vary; at the collective level, ethical 
parameters compel us to share some baseline agreements on what’s of value. For example, when it comes 
to conditions conducive for our continuation, the alignment of what is with what ought to be is non-triv-
ial – this alignment couldn’t be more vital. This pursuit of aligning what is with what ought to be, on the 
continuation of conducive conditions question, can be called “sustainability.” 

It should not be surprising, then, that McElroy articulated the “is/ought” quotient in devising the Sustain-
ability Quotient as a means of evaluating the sustainability of impacts.11  

 

Figure	2:	The Sustainability Quotient, McElroy 200812 

 

Actual impacts are what is, normative impacts are what ought to be, so sustainability emerges (or contin-
ues) when actual impacts align with normative impacts. Where the rubber meets the road is in the fine 
print: “on the carrying capacities of vital capital resources.” 

What does this mean? The concept of “carrying capacity” comes from the field of ecology.13 In his book 
Overshoot, William Catton defines carrying capacity as

 the maximum permanently supportable load.14 
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Overshoot thus amounts to “growth beyond an area’s carrying capacity, leading to crash: die off,” Catton 
asserts.15 Here again, we are clearly exploring the realm of the non-trivial.

What are “vital capital resources”? In Catton’s terms, “area” – or the land base – is a “vital capital resource,” 
in that it generates other natural resources necessary for sustaining the web of life (for example, photo-
synthesizing plant life for providing converted solar energy to feed animal life). More broadly, capital can 
be considered 

 a stock of anything that yields a flow of valuable goods or services into the future.16 

The term “capital” is traditionally considered to refer to financial stocks and flows, but a more expansive 
view of capital includes natural stocks (for example, fish, or water) that regenerate (or recycle) flows, as 
well as anthropogenic (or human-made) stocks, such as human capital (knowledge, skills, etc.) or social 
capital (networks) – and of course the flows they create.

So, in this expansive view, the human project is to manage vital capital resources within their carrying 
capacities. Stated in its opposite, the normative goal is to refrain from overshooting carrying capacities of, 
for example, natural capitals (such as an area’s maximum permanently supportable load). 

Anthropogenic (or simply “anthro” for short) capitals, on the other hand, invert the bounds of carrying ca-
pacity from maximums to minimums, as these are typically resources that require continual regeneration 
– think of the knowledge cycle, whereby existing knowledge is continually tested for ongoing fitness, and 
new knowledge is continually created. In this inverted sense, the normative goal when it comes to anthro 
capitals is to avoid shortfalling the minimum carrying capacity. In other words, there must be sufficient 
stocks to ensure ongoing flows. 

British economist Barbara Ward first articulated this need to “meet the ‘inner limit’ of satisfying funda-
mental human needs,” while respecting “the ‘outer limits’ of the planet’s physical integrity” due to “en-
vironmental degradation and the rising pressure on resources” in the 1974 Cocoyoc Declaration (named 
after the Mexican town hosting the UNEP/UNCTAD Conference).17  

In 2012, Kate Raworth visualized these carrying capacity thresholds in a Doughnut image, with Social 
Foundations representing the inner limits and Ecological Ceilings representing the outer limits.18 (See Figure	
3 Something about her graphical representation – the quirkiness of calling it a doughnut, perhaps, or the 
intuitive sense that our existing economics are breaching healthy boundaries – struck a chord, making it 
into a viral meme almost immediately: the image was literally placed on the table to help frame late-night 
negotiations on the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals.19 As cognitive linguist George Lakoff 
notes on effective framing, “simply rebutting the dominant frame will, ironically, only serve to reinforce it 
[so] it is absolutely essential to have a compelling alternative frame…”20 The power of the Doughnut is that 
it graphically reorients us to seeking abundance within the “safe and just operating space” between these 
ecological ceilings and social foundations.21 
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Figure	3:	The Doughnut of Social Foundations & Ecological Ceilings22 

In 2017, Raworth published a comprehensive compilation of scientific data demonstrating that humanity 
is in shortfall on all 12 of the Social Foundations, and in overshoot on 4 of the 9 Ecological Ceilings. In other 
words, humanity is outside the carrying capacities on 16 of the 21 Doughnut thresholds. Getting back into 
the “safe and just operating space for humanity” – as Raworth characterizes the area of the Doughnut – 
is vital, and clearly represents a core definition of value as it encompasses both fitness and desirability. 

There are, of course, other parameters for defining value along the lines of fitness and desirability. The key 
question is: how universal is the definition? We believe that a thresholds-based approach arrives at the 
broadest scope of fitness and desirability possible, as a baseline: we must at least sustain ourselves if we 
are ever to move beyond this to thriving (or thriveability, as some advocate).23  

The assertion that this definition is universal is supported by the recent interpolation of the Doughnut 
into the indigenous Māori cultural context in New Zealand. This transliteration reveals that the categories 
and concepts embedded in the anglophone Doughnut have equivalent counterparts in Māori culture24, 
see Figure	4.
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Figure	4:	Te Reo Māori Doughnut25  

Interestingly, BHW Lands Trust Executive Manager Teina Boasa-Dean also created a complementary 
version that flipped the orientation on its head, “reimagining of the doughnut from a Tūhoe Māori per-
spective, with the environment as its foundation, and social elements on the outer ring.”26 (See Figure	5) 
What’s striking is that this reconfiguration affirms the universality of the underlying values. Shifting the 
orientation changes perspective, but it does not overturn the valuing of the key elements of the Dough-
nut, which are all necessary elements for nurturing the fundamental viability of earth as a home for all of 
humanity to meet their core needs with dignity ongoingly.

 

Figure	5:	Tūhoe	Māori	Doughnut

So, when assessing other approaches to value, it makes sense to apply a universal lens, and also seek to 
identify which constituencies and audiences resonate most with the approach.
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1.2. WHAT	ARE	CYCLES?

Our ability to critically test and evaluate our claims is what makes it possible for us 
to kill	our	worst	ideas	before	they	kill	us!

Karl Popper, 197227 

Consider again the model of cooperation implicit in the circulation of carbon between the two big kingdoms, 
plants and animals. In a climax [or normatively ideal] community, the organic fixation of carbon by 

photosynthesis, or what ecologists mean by ‘production,’ is in balance with the return of 
oxidized carbon to the atmosphere by ‘respiration.’

– William Catton, Overshoot, 198028  

Cooperation. Circulation. Balance. This is how natural cycles – in this case, the carbon cycle – work in the 
earth’s biosphere. And the carbon cycle is amongst the most fundamental forms of value to the plant and 
animal kingdoms (including we humans), as it creates the conditions conducive to life. Carbon fixation in 
the ground is key to soil health and plant productivity, while atmospheric carbon concentration is a key 
barometer of the balance between a livable planet (such as we’ve enjoyed throughout the Holocene) on 
the one hand, and on the other, the planet we’re inhabiting now, with the climate emergency burning 
continents29 and threatening to hurtle us into a “hothouse earth,”30 and an extinction rate a thousand-fold 
higher than the background rate,31 among a host of other systemic dysfunctions. And of course, the cycle 
of inhaling oxygen and exhaling carbon dioxide is amongst the most valuable processes for life. 

Think of these valuable natural processes as metabolic cycles, but instead of metabolizing food (as our 
bodies do), what we’re talking about here is the broader metabolization of vital capital resources to create 
value – or “fitness, desirability.”

So, the thesis we advance in this Blueprint is that 

 lasting value for all is created cyclically and systemically. 

This proposition carries several key implications for change from our current system. 

First, if our economy is to sustain itself (and sustain life on Earth), we must supplant the linear (take-make-
waste) economy as the primary approach to value creation, as it is a self-evident dead end if practiced on its 
own. However, we can’t throw the baby out with the bathwater: linear processes exist within healthy systems 
(and healthy cycles), so we simply need to recognize the role of linear approaches and systems within the 
bigger picture. As Working Group member Martijn Veening of Entropometrics stated in the Virtual Dialogue: 

  The metabolic cycles are not really cyclical, they are actually always ‘upward spirals’ and they actually 
depend on some linear value processes. Without these linear processes, the spiral will go down again 
(in ultimo a collapse). This principle holds at any scale (from the nano to the systemic level), and, as a 
real metabolism, there is fractal interdependency between rates of scales as well. Some spirals move 
upwards so slowly that we perceive them as cycles. They feed on linear ones. The co-dependency 
between these spiraling and linear processes is where the magic sits. The ratio between spiral-mo-
mentum and linear consumption is key. In nature, the efficiency is relatively very high, obviously.

  This proportionality has evolved over billions of years. Technological systems display much lower ef-
ficiency rates. And in our socio-economic domains we have several examples of run-away processes, 
which display disproportional rates (in finance, ‘consumerism’, etc..). Again, there is no a-priori ‘healthy’ 
proportion, only a-posteriori. I think most of us agree on current disproportional cases.  
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In this sense, lasting value depends on “the proportionality between its co-dependent generative ‘cyclical’ 
and linear processes,” states Veening.32 

Second, the fact that our current system falls short on complementing linear processes with cyclical (or 
spiral) processes means that significant “latent” (or “submerged”) value exists, which can be realized by 
shifting to holistic approaches that assess total System Value. The goal here is to create positive value 
across all elements, thereby replacing current processes of creating positive value in one area (typically 
in finance) by destroying value elsewhere (typically in nature or society). This would enact a shift from 
Monocapitalism to Multicapitalism.

Third, natural cycles create “waste,” but this waste serves as the feedstock for symbiotic cycles. So, cy-
clical value creation also entails identifying complementary cycles for regenerating value from “waste” 
streams. Think of animal manure, which in our current industrial agricultural systems is a toxin polluting 
the water cycle through nitrogen and phosphorous overload (as just one example), whereas in regener-
ative agriculture, manure feeds energy back into the system as fertilizer as well as fuel for bio-digesters.
 
Fourth, the primary value cycles constantly regenerate value, because that’s what cycles do (within the 
limits of the laws of thermodynamics) – they regenerate. So, we need to understand value metabolism, in 
terms of materials, energy, and social equity.

Returning to our primary definition of value (“claims embracing the fitness, the desirability of a (possible) 
fact” according to Everett Hall), we now ask, how do these definitions intersect with cycles? 

In Everett’s definition, both facts and values are claims – in other words, assertions that can be tested and 
contested. So, a fact is both the thing-in-the-real-world and the human acceptance and embrace of its re-
al-thing-ness. And by extension, a value exists in the real world to the degree it is accepted and embraced 
as being fit, desirable and possible. 

In other words, both facts and values can be characterized as knowledge. And knowledge is created cy-
clically, as asserted most prominently by Joe Firestone and Mark McElroy. McElroy, a Working Group 
member for this Blueprint, stated succinctly in a Working Group meeting: value is a type of knowledge; 
and at base, we have a dysfunctional knowledge processing system that is arguably producing knowledge 
that drives unsustainability, and is itself unsustainable. Paraphrasing Karl Popper: We have to find a way 
to kill our worst ideas before they kill us!”

McElroy further elaborated in the Virtual Dialogue: 

  values are beliefs or assertions humans develop or make relative to things in the world they assess. 
Unlike fact claims, which are descriptive, value claims are evaluative. If I say, “The climate system on 
Earth regulates temperature,” that is a fact claim. If I say, “Human interference of the climate system 
on Earth is tragic,” that is a value claim. The first statement makes a descriptive claim; the second one 
makes an evaluative one – a judgment.

  It should also be clear that these claims are not given to us from on high, but reflect conclusions we 
reach as a result of our own analyses, of our own testing and evaluations of alternatives. Thus, we 
actively produce our beliefs and claims, much of which is in fact socially constructed (i.e., collectively 
produced). The knowledge life cycle is a model of that process.
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  Next, none of the knowledge we produce and/or use (including so-called science-based) should be 
regarded as true or legitimate with certainty, since humans are irreparably fallible insofar as their 
knowledge is concerned – we’re prone to making mistakes. Science is especially subject to error as 
Thomas Kuhn so ably pointed out in his doctoral thesis more than a half century ago…

  Last, it would be a serious mistake to underestimate the importance of knowledge processing (and the 
knowledge production activity it entails) in sustainability management, since so much of what we are 
talking about here involves the need to identify sustainability thresholds and allocations that are large-
ly undefined and which organizations, therefore, must figure out for themselves (e.g., what the Global 
Thresholds & Allocations Council – or GTAC – is hoping to do).  Indeed, everything we are doing here 
is knowledge production!34 

The  notion of a Knowledge Life Cycle that Firestone and McElroy asserted consists of two primary pro-
cesses: knowledge production (the creation of new collective knowledge) and knowledge integration (the 
introduction of new knowledge claims and the retiring of old ones)35, see Figure	6.

 

Figure	6:	Knowledge Life Cycle36 

As Figure	6 above shows, the Knowledge Life Cycle also encompasses both single- and double-loop learn-
ing, the concepts introduced by Chris Argyris and Donald Schön in the late 1970s (see Figure	7	below).

 

Figure	7:	Single- and Double-Loop Learning37 

• 	Single-loop	 learning occurs “whenever an error is detected and corrected without questioning or 
altering the governing variables.”  A thermostat illustrates single-loop learning – it follows a simple set 
of rules (too cold: turn on; too hot: turn off) with no learning about the learning. In other words, it deals 
with symptoms, not root causes. “The core question is ‘Are we doing things right?’”39 
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• 	Double-loop	learning occurs “when errors are corrected by first examining and altering the governing 
variables and then the actions.”40 Thinking “outside-the-box” exemplifies double-loop learning, as it 
steps back to question underlying norms, rules, and assumptions. It thereby addresses both symptoms 
and root causes. “The core question is ‘Are we doing the right things?’”

Building on this foundation and integrating Gregory Bateson’s notion of Learning I (linear), Learning II 
(complex), and Learning III (hyper-complex),41 others have proposed the notion of triple-loop learning. For 
example, Richard Hummelbrunner proposes triple-loop learning as a means of making “the value base of 
evaluations more explicit”:42   

 	Triple-loop	learning can reveal critical values, that is, the values underpinning behaviour and cognition 
patterns in a particular situation. These are often connected with power relations or issues of exper-
tise and legitimacy – which in turn can be explored when reflecting on boundary choices. Critical 
values inform evaluation criteria of equity (who benefits from an intervention and why?), as well as 
aspects of sustainability (are the actors that are needed for sustaining effects adequately involved?) … 
The core question is ‘How do we establish “rightness”?’43

 

Figure	8: Triple-Loop Learning: How do we establish ‘rightness’?44 

We choose the instance of knowledge and learning for illustrating cycles not randomly, but precisely be-
cause they bridge value and cycles. Value is a human construct, as we have seen, addressing the “fitness 
and desirability of a (possible) fact” – in other words, value is a knowledge claim that can be continually 
tested for fitness and desirability in a cyclical process 

So value itself is not linear but cyclical – or perhaps we should say spiral, because the third loop introduces 
the ability for the cycle itself to evolve directionally, as we evaluate the rightness of our conceptions of 
value. 
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2. VALUE

…the way the word ‘value’ is used in modern economics has made it easier for 
value-extracting activities to masquerade as value-creating activities.

Mariana Mazzucato 201845 

We humans in the 21st Century, when Modernist Western ideology has largely conquered the world, have 
inherited a conception of ourselves as navigating a journey of continual “progress.” In order to make this 
conception work, however, we have to shrink our notion of value into the strict confines of neoclassical 
capitalistic financialization, shoehorning into our consciousness what was previously a much more expan-
sive understanding of what’s fit and desirable and possible. The irony, as Mariana Mazzucato’s epigraph 
points out, is that we have essentially turned the definition of value on its head, mistaking value extraction 
for value creation.

This, of course, has resulted in catastrophic consequences, as we are incentivizing ourselves to hold the 
very suicidal gun to our own heads with the expectation of positive results: “progress.” By reconfiguring 
the defining line for value to be the thresholds of true sustainability – the value of the ability to continue 
to live as a baseline – we are now in a position to reassess our core conception of value.

In this chapter, we identify different definitions of value that are vying for primacy, and lay out a case 
for navigating from Shareholder Value and Shared Value to the more holistic and regenerative notion of 
System Value. 

2.1. SHAREHOLDER	VALUE

On the face of it, shareholder value is the dumbest idea in the world.
Jack Welch, 200946 

Shareholder value theory - the destructive idea that companies should be run solely for the benefit of 
shareholders - has led to financialized businesses that do not invest in the areas that will lead 

to future growth or the invention of useful new products.
Mariana Mazzucato, 201647 
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The “Friedman Doctrine” of shareholder primacy turns a half century old this year. In a September 1970 
New York Times article, University of Chicago Professor Milton Friedman famously stated

  there is one and only one social responsibility of business – to use its resources and engage in activ-
ities designed to increase its profits so long as it stays within the rules of the game, which is to say, 
engages in open and free competition without deception or fraud.48 

As a legal reality, Friedman’s ought became is: “we are in a shareholder-centric era as a factual matter,” 
stated University of Florida Professor Robert Rhee.49 More formally known as “shareholder preeminence 
theory,” the theory was preceded by a period focused on “value creation” (that gave way to the Friedman 
era of “value extraction”), according to University of Massachusetts Economics Professor William Lazonick:

  From the end of World War II until the late 1970s, a retain-and-reinvest approach to resource alloca-
tion prevailed at major U.S. corporations. They retained earnings and reinvested them in increasing 
their capabilities, first and foremost in the employees who helped make firms more competitive. They 
provided workers with higher incomes and greater job security, thus contributing to equitable, stable 
economic growth—what I call ‘sustainable prosperity.’50 

Mariana Mazzucato lucidly distinguishes between value creation and value destruction by asking “wheth-
er what it is that is being created is useful: are the products and services being created increasing or 
decreasing the resilience of the productive system?” 

  For example, it might be that a new factory is produced that is valuable economically, but if it pollutes 
so much to destroy the system around it, it could be seen as not valuable. By ‘value creation’ I mean 
the ways in which different types of resources (human, physical and intangible) are established and 
interact to produce new goods and services. By ‘value extraction’ I mean activities focused on moving 
around existing resources and outputs, and gaining disproportionately from the ensuing trade.51 

 
Many are calling for a turn away from the “value extraction” regime of shareholder primacy, including 
most prominently the late Cornell Law Professor Lynn Stout. In her book The Shareholder Primacy Myth, 
she makes the case that 

  shareholder primacy is an abstract economic theory that lacks support from history, law, or the empir-
ical evidence. In fact, the idea of a single shareholder value is intellectually incoherent. No wonder the 
shift to shareholder value thinking doesn’t seem to be turning out well — especially for shareholders… 

Stout shows that the self-interest behind shareholder primacy may actually be self-defeating when ex-
trapolated to the systemic level:

  Shareholder value-increasing strategies that are profitable for one shareholder in one period of time 
can be bad news for shareholders collectively over a longer period of time.52 

This line of reasoning demonstrates that shareholder primacy is far from being fit and desirable in any 
kind of universal sense. The fact that the minority for whom shareholder primacy is fit and desirable have 
convinced the rest of us that it is also fit and desirable for us, even though it does not benefit us (and in 
fact harms us), is perhaps history’s greatest sleight-of-hand. 
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2.2. SHARED	VALUE

There’s an assumption there’s financial value in solving problems. Porter and Kramer call this 
Creating Shared Value, looking at the intersection between financial value and social solutions. 
Focusing just on solutions that create financial value will get us part of the way, but it doesn’t 

get us the whole way — there are still some problems to which industry and commerce contribute, 
where business’ very core is compromised by these problems.

Kevin Moss, 201253 

One particularly prominent assertion to counter shareholder primacy came from Harvard Business School 
Professor Michael Porter and his FSG Co-Founder Marc Kramer in what they called “Creating Shared Val-
ue” (CSV). By that, they meant transcending shareholder value creation to also create stakeholder value 
more broadly, as they laid out in 2006 and 2011 Harvard Business Review articles.54 In order to increase 
knowledge sharing and apply the concept in practice globally, they co-founded the ‘Shared Value’ Initia-
tive.55 

The central promise behind creating shared value is that the competitiveness of a company and the health 
of the communities around it are mutually dependent. Recognizing and capitalizing on these connections 
between societal and economic progress – as they literally say – “has the power to unleash the next wave 
of global growth and to redefine capitalism.’56  

Critics argue that “Porter and Kramer basically tell the old story of economic rationality as the one and 
only tool of smart management, with faith in innovation and growth, and they celebrate a capitalism that 
now needs to adjust a little bit.”57 They regard Porter and Kramer’s arguments as a “one-trick pony ap-
proach” with little chance that an increasingly critical civil society will buy into such a story.

In 2015, the German UN Global Compact Network commissioned r3.0 to do a major assessment of the 
concept of Shared Value. The analysis identified the following essential critiques.58  

•  Porter and Kramer have chosen a ‘caricature’ of the CSR approach to present Creating Shared Value as 
an alternative. They suppressed much of the literature already developed on topics such as stakehold-
er engagement and stakeholder management, social innovation (e.g. social entrepreneurship and the 
emergence of benefit corporations (B Corps). Above all, the assumption that CSR is seen separately 
from profit and thus actually equated to philanthropy (while CSV is located as an integral concept for 
profit maximization) has long ceased to be the mainstream of thinking about CSR.

•  Creating shared value ignores conflicts between social and economic goals. Porter and Kramer claim 
that CSV can consistently resolve existing contradictions. Although shared value is indeed focused on 
win-win situations, but only to the degree that a business case can be structured for these win-win sit-
uations. Non-resolvable and very difficult to resolve conflicting goals (for example, if a product poses 
significant health risks per se) tend to be a less common starting point for shared value initiatives. This 
creates a risk that selected initiatives are more located at the periphery of the social and environmen-
tal impact of corporate activity (cherry-picking) and, as such, can become sophisticated greenwashing 
strategies59.

•  CSV does not take up the ethical discussion on the role of the enterprise in society, as it does little 
to solve the profound legitimacy crisis of capitalism. The idea that companies can gain legitimacy (or 
better: trust) by setting socially acceptable goals in their social context, even if this does not lead to 
maximizing efficiency and increasing profitability, is not provided for in the CSV model. CSV provides 
a purely efficiency-oriented answer to partly normative questions. The company as a political actor is 
hidden.
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•  It is also criticized that the shared value approach does not address issues of corporate compliance 
with rules, laws and international standards. With their model, Porter and Kramer are particularly 
aiming at activities that go beyond compliance in an opportunity-oriented manner. On the other hand, 
from the perspective of the authors, there is nothing wrong with the fact that shared value activities 
are not used to cushion widespread compliance violations in the public. In the event of substantial 
compliance issues, a company should ask themselves whether existing resources should really be in-
vested in shared value projects. 

As a consequence, given the above-mentioned criticism, we think that CSV is in its present form not suita-
ble as a central (single) model for the formulation of a corporate sustainability strategy. The approach runs 
the risk of not addressing important fields of action in the sustainability agenda that result from social and 
ecological impacts. It is difficult up to impossible to structure a business case for them, and there are even 
insurmountable trade-offs between social and financial requirements.

However, partial strategies for a specific win-win situation can be modeled very well on the basis of the 
shared value approach and can be designed to be economically viable. Overall, however, the shared value 
approach can only work if it is embedded in a portfolio of strategy tools and should also address compli-
ance issues or should lead to ethical conclusions.

In sum, Porter’s Value Chain and Creating Shared Value approach represent a deeply engrained under-
standing of a throughput economy, and cannot solve existing overarching economic model shortcomings 
by adding additional efficiency or curing elements. In that context their 2011 claim that Creating Shared 
Value ‘has the power to unleash the next wave of global growth and to redefine capitalism’ looks shallow 
and unrealistic. Stead/Stead come to the same conclusion: 

  Even the CSV concept (Porter & Kramer, 2011) is not enough to guide strategic managers’ deci-
sion-making processes, because it is merely an incremental extension of the traditional value chain, 
representing the win-win strategies of social differentiation and socio-efficiency.60

Value Cycles Blueprint Working Group member Caroline Rees from Shift remarked that 

  CSV came at a time when CSR was still all the rage, so positioned itself as a counterpoint that was 
more about ‘how profits are made’. The key problem with CSV, then, is rather that it centers on the idea 
that socially responsible behavior can be sought as a by-product of making money. Even if the value 
is claimed to be ‘shared’, the securing of profit is the pre-requisite, and the offering of value to society 
comes second. It is not just that realities of conflicting goals limit the scope for CSV to work, rather, 
the limited scope for initiatives that can actually meet the CSV claim comes because this ‘win-win’ 
model is no antidote to a problem that was built on the ‘we win, you lose’ paradigm of externalizing 
costs. The human impacts of the current capitalist model stem not least from the hoarding of value 
(monetary and other) by the wealthiest actors in the value chain (large companies/multinationals/
investors), pulling it away from those who are most vulnerable in our societies (the low wage workers, 
small-holders, impacted communities, etc.). Tackling that reality requires some reliniquishing of finan-
cial value by companies and investors to offer greater equality (of income, opportunity, access, etc.) to 
the most vulnerable. It simply isn’t a win-win proposition unless the ‘win’ for the company is seen as 
something other than profit. And CSV can’t tolerate that61.

A complete rethink of economic theory is necessary, sub-optimization within an existing exploitative sys-
tem is just curing symptoms, but won’t solve the root causes of our economic system failure.
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2.3. VALUEISM

More recently, Value Cycles Blueprint Working Group member Paul Barnett, Founding CEO of the Strategic 
Management Forum, has called for a “new theory of value that is based on flourishing / thriving.”62 He ap-
peals to a 2013 McKinsey survey of 772 directors that found “only 22% said their boards were completely 
aware of how their firms created value.”63 
 

Figure	9:	Board Members: What’s Value Creation?64 

This low level of comprehension on the drivers of value creation also extends to institutional investors 
and market analysts, according to Barnett.

  To address these issues, I have been making the case for valueism, which I refer to as the next evolu-
tion of capitalism. The aim is to get business focused on the creation of real value once again. And I 
define value broadly, not only on monetary terms. The terms I use to define value relate to the gener-
ation of lasting, widely shared prosperity, where prosperity means well-being and human flourishing.65 

In this sense, Barnett proposes Valueism as a new doctrine to replace the Shareholder Value doctrine. He 
points out that 

  the vast majority of people know that the current form of capitalism, based on the discredited ideas 
of neo-liberal economists, is broken. But it is equally clear that the change we need requires radical 
new thinking and practices in three areas: economics, accounting and management. These changes 
must also be made simultaneously. A huge challenge, but I believe there is an appetite for it in each 
discipline. And we can achieve the necessary changes if each ‘profession’ shares a common purpose.66
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Take accounting, for example.

  To be of any real use financial accounting needs to be supplemented by what I call ‘social contract 
accounting’. The concept of social contract accounting can apply equally at the society level to replace 
GDP, in addition to being a means of measuring the performance of organisations of all types and in 
all sectors, including the public sector, government and non-profit sectors. That is because it does not 
focus only on monetary value.67 

What does it focus on? Barnett points to the Johnson & Johnson Credo as an example of a social contract 
upon which a new accounting regime could be based. 

  That is not to say the firm has had no problems over its history, but the credo led to decisions that got 
it back on track when it needed to.68 

This caveat may not carry much truck with the opioid addicts to whom the company was held accountable 
(to the tune of $572 million) for how it “intentionally played down the dangers and oversold the benefits 
of opioids.”69 This raises the question of just how social contract accounting measures value.

Applying the is / ought value quotient to companies’ impacts via the Sustainability Quotient calls for 
setting clear thresholds predicated on duties and obligations owed to rightsholders. In the opioid case, 
Johnson & Johnson’s customers have a clear right to be free from the “exponentially increasing rates of 
addiction, overdose deaths” and babies born exposed to opioids caused by the company’s “false, mislead-
ing, and dangerous marketing campaigns,” according to the court decision.70  

In other words, the threshold in this instance would be zero addiction, overdose deaths, and babies born 
exposed to opioids, which would require the company to refrain completely from false, misleading and 
dangerous marketing campaigns.

Barnett is skeptical of a thresholds-based approach, suggesting that 

  “thresholds”, whether environmental or social, are less valuable than the idea of a new theory of val-
ue that is based on flourishing / thriving. They perhaps represent ‘sustainability’ but that is far from 
adequate in my view… I define prosperity as human flourishing and wellbeing for this and future gen-
erations (which goes far beyond sustainability or regeneration, which are just necessary steps on the 
journey and a necessary condition for the ultimate goal). So, I am referring to eudaimonia. In practical 
terms, I think much work has been done to create many measures of sustainability. Also measures of 
Human development and even happiness. But they would all be more useful with a widely understood 
and shared “theory of value” that extends beyond economic value.71    

In the Value Cycles Blueprint Virtual Dialogue, Working Group member Mark McElroy turned the tables on 
this formulation, and points out that it is possible to achieve human flourishing in ways that are unsus-
tainable. Viewed from this perspective, sustainability is the primary priority, with flourishing / thriving as 
a secondary objective.

Ultimately, these two positions are essentially aligned, with a difference of opinion on the placement of 
emphasis. Both perspectives agree on a theory of value that extends beyond economic value.
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2.4. VALUATION

…price has become the indicator of value: as long as a good is bought and sold in the market, 
it must have value. So rather than a theory of value determining price, 

it is the theory of price that determines value.
Mariana Mazzucato, 201872 

We must redefine the concept of value itself. Until now, we have confused price with value... 
Price should be put in the service of value, rather than the other way around.

Mariana Mazzucato, 202073 

How does our broader culture answer the question, what is value? The primary definition of value in the 
Oxford online dictionary reads:

 1. the regard that something is held to deserve; the importance, worth, or usefulness of something.74  

What is fit, what is desirable, in other words. 
 
Beneath this, however, our culture holds two secondary meanings: 

 1.1. the material or monetary worth of something.
 1.2. the worth of something compared to the price paid or asked for it.75  

Many dictionaries list the subsidiary definitions first, reflecting the value our current capitalist culture 
places on value that’s monetized and financialized. 

The second subsidiary definition (item 1.2 above) is perhaps the most interesting one, as it suggests a dif-
ferential between something’s intrinsic worth, on the one hand, and its going price, on the other: inherent 
value and financial valuation are not co-terminus, one-in-the-same. And this formulation places the worth 
of something before its price. 

Stepping back, this differentiation in dictionary definitions reflects a much broader distinction: our cul-
ture fetishizes monetary valuation, to the point of conflating it with “the worth of something.” In so doing, 
intrinsic value vanishes, leaving financial valuation as the exclusive evaluation of worth. We believe it is 
self-evident that inherent value often transcends financial valuation, but even when we accept the benefits 
of financial valuation, we must confront the common phenomenon of mis-pricing vital capital resources. 

Specifically, ecological degeneration beyond carrying capacity (as is currently happening with the carbon, 
nitrogen, and phosphorous cycles, for example)76 should rationally be priced out of reach,77 but quite the 
opposite is the actual case – our economic system essentially encourages these degenerative impacts.

The benefits of financial valuation – for example, providing a “common denominator” by which to com-
mensurately compare disparate elements – are counterbalanced by detrimental aspects. Specifically, use 
of financial valuation as a common referent suggests fungibility that may not, in fact, exist. Thus writes 
Simon Dresner in The Principles of Sustainability:

  There is controversy about whether to consider human-made capital and natural capital together 
(weak sustainability) or separately (strong sustainability). If they are counted together then increases 
in human-made capital can compensate for running down natural capital. Is that legitimate? Are the 
two kinds of capital substitutable in that way?78 
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In order to answer this question, consider the case of a natural capital, such as water, being used beyond 
its carrying capacity, as in the case of Day Zero, the date in 2018 that Cape Town, South Africa narrowly 
averted running dry on its water supply.79 Unless one can wring sufficient moisture out of our bodies, 
human capital is utterly incapable of compensating for this water shortage.

This Blueprint seeks to re-assert the primary definition of value: what is fit and desirable is not co-ter-
minus with what carries high financial valuation. In fact, the opposite case could be made: that financial 
valuation is undermining the alignment of is and ought, or the achievement of fit and desirable outcomes.

2.5. IMPACT	VALUATION

To illustrate the limitations of applying financial valuation to assess value creation broadly, consider the 
case of Impact Valuation. The World Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD) named 
an initiative that started in about 2017 the “Impact Valuation Roundtable,” but the term applies more 
broadly, exemplifying the widespread practice of applying financial valuation to ecological, social, and 
economic impacts.  

The notion that social and environmental impacts intersect with questions of financial valuation dates 
back at least two decades, to the concept of ValueReporting that former Financial Accounting Standards 
Board Chair and Sustainability Accounting Standards Board Foundation Board Member Bob Herz pio-
neered while at PwC. In his 2001 book The ValueReporting Revolution, Herz and his co-authors stated that 

  it’s virtually impossible to create value for shareholders without creating consequences, good or bad, 
for other stakeholders.80 

Since then, PwC has introduced its Total Impact Measurement & Management (TIMM) framework,81 
KPMG its True Value approach,82 EY its Total Value concept,83 and Deloitte its Social Impact Measurement 
and Valuation work.84 And individual companies have created their own frameworks, such as the Crown 
Estate’s Total Contribution methodology.85 

All of these approaches fall under the umbrella of Impact Valuation (in the generic sense of the term, 
distinct from the WBCSD Roundtable), in that they evaluate organizations’ environmental, social, and 
economic impacts through the lens of monetization – by assigning a financial value to the impact. The 
theory behind this move is that markets respond best to price signals, so in order to get markets to attend 
to these impacts, best to slap a price tag on them.

While it is possible to conduct this approach in a rigorous fashion, the way it is currently implemented in 
all of the above-mentioned frameworks has two fatal flaws:

• 	Fungibility	of	the	Capitals: monetization (i.e., valuation) enables measurement of impacts on diverse 
capitals in common terms (a “common currency,” if you will), introducing enticing efficiency that masks 
the fact that impacts on different capitals are not necessarily commensurate, and thus not exchange-
able.86 In other words, the capitals are not necessarily fungible when it comes to impacts upon them, 
since you generally can’t substitute one capital for another, nor “offset” negative impacts on one cap-
ital with positive impacts on another – as monetization inherently does. 

• 	Carrying	Capacities	of	the	Capitals: just as boats have carrying capacities (overload them and they 
sink), so too do capital stocks and flows have carrying capacities.87 Overshooting the thresholds of 
natural capital carrying capacities, and shortfalling below the thresholds of anthropogenic (i.e. social 
and human) capital carrying capacities, leads to collapse. Impact Valuation is blind to such thresholds.
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To better understand these shortcomings, it makes sense to explore a specific example of Impact Val-
uation. Perhaps the best case is that of BASF, the German chemical company that helped pioneer the 
practice as implemented in the WBCSD Impact Valuation Roundtable. To contextualize its innovations, it 
actually makes sense to take a step back to 2013, when the International Integrated Reporting Council 
(IIRC) released its Integrated Reporting Framework (or <IR>) that introduced the famous “Octopus” graphic 
encapsulating the value creation process at the enterprise level.88 (See Figure	10) This representation ex-
tended attention from the traditional focus on “outputs,” which the graphic positions within the business 
model, to encompass “outcomes,” which cross the line from the business model into the external operat-
ing environment, extending across the multiple capitals.
 

Figure	10:	The Octopus, IIRC 201389 

At about the same time, BASF started applying its “Value-to-Society” framework, which extended the 
value continuum two steps further than the IIRC Octopus: beyond “outcomes” (what was the real-world 
result?), BASF added “impacts” (what part of the outcome is attributable to the company?) and then a 
final step of seeking to identify the costs and benefits of the company’s impacts on society at-large – its 
“value-to-society.”90  

 

Figure	11:	BASF “Value-to-Society” Framework 
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BASF implements its Value-to-Society approach by measuring all its impacts (positive and negative) across 
environmental, social, and economic realms, and puts a price on them (i.e. “monetizes” or “valuates” them) 
in order to be able to compare them in common terms. 

  

Figure	12:	BASF Value-to-Society Results 2013-201792 

Note that all of BASF’s social and economic impacts are positive, whereas all its environmental impacts 
are negative. The Value-to-Society approach “nets out” the impact, applying a Weak Sustainability ap-
proach, enabling the company to claim that the positive social and economic impacts can offset (or “off-
net”) negative ecological impacts.

 
Figure	13:	BASF applies Weak Sustainability Approach to Positive & Negative Impacts93 

Unfortunately, thermodynamic reality does not abide such off-netting. Specifically, all impacts from all 
actors in a system aggregate to the macro level, and must remain within the carrying capacity of that 
system. Impacts that appear de minimis at the micro (organizational) level can add up to be catastrophic 
at the macro (systems) level, as they can overwhelm the system’s ability to maintain their natural cycles 
of regeneration.
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This points to the second “fatal flaw” of Impact Valuation approach. In addition to respecting the non-fun-
gibility of the capitals, valuation / monetization schemes need to respect the carrying capacities of the 
capitals. To do so, monetization methodologies should enforce a rising price as a resource nears the 
threshold of its carrying capacity, and then price the resource “out of reach” after crossing its carrying 
capacity. (See Figure	14) 

 

Figure	14:	Monetization Cost Curves with Sustainability Thresholds94  

Center for Sustainable Organizations Executive Director Mark McElroy flagged this concern as early as 
201495 (see Figure	14 above), and three years later, a team of University of Oxford researchers came to 
the same conclusion, independently. In the 2017 Wealth of Nature study, the researchers distinguished 
between “Valuable Natural Capital,” which rises in “marginal value” as demand for its stocks increase, and 
“Critical Natural Capital,” which it effectively places “off limits.”95 (See Figure	15 below)

 

Figure	15:	Critical Natural Capital97 

Before returning to WBCSD’s Impact Valuation Roundtable, it warrants surveying the field to see if other 
approaches to impact apply thresholds. Perhaps the most well-known and longest standing instance is also 
the most confounding: The Global Reporting Initiative established its Sustainability Context Principle in the 
second generation of its Sustainability Reporting Guidelines in 2002. It held that reporting organizations

  should consider their individual performance in the … context of the limits and demands placed on 
economic, environmental, or social resources at a macro-level.98 
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Clearly, GRI’s call to contextualize organizational performance vis-à-vis the “limits and demands placed on 
economic, environmental, or social resources at a macro-level” requires applying thresholds, allocated to 
the organizational level. However, GRI neglected to provide sufficient guidance on how to implement this 
Principle (despite persistent requests from key stakeholders), resulting in a paucity of actual application 
of thresholds and allocations.99 

A 2017 study of more than 40,000 corporate responsibility reports issued from 2000 to 2013 found that 
only 5% of reports made any mention of “ecological limits” (and related keywords), and a scant 0.258% of 
reports integrated those limits into product design or corporate strategy.100 This suggests that the corpo-
rate world essentially ignores the Sustainability Context Principle (with the tacit consent of GRI), and is 
“flying blind” when it comes to sustainability thresholds.

 

Figure	16:	Thresholds-Free Reporting101 

The Impact Management Project (IMP) also integrates thresholds into its Five Dimensions of Impact.102 
The “What” Dimension answers the question “How do we know if an outcome is ‘good enough’?” (among 
other things).103  

  This data category helps enterprises understand how their outcomes fare against industry standards 
(which provide widely-agreed thresholds, grounded on research) and benchmarks (which provide min-
imum and maximum bounds of performance based on enterprise data). If an enterprise’s outcomes fall 
below either of these two thresholds, they would be considered insufficient to meet the needs of the 
stakeholder.

 Broadly speaking, enterprises can compare their outcomes against two types of thresholds: 

 •  Standard-based thresholds define the ‘tipping point’ at which an outcome turns from negative 
to positive. Set by governmental and regulatory bodies, these thresholds help enterprises assess 
whether they meet (or exceed) a generally-accepted minimum level of outcome.

 • 	Results-based	thresholds aggregate enterprise data to provide benchmarks on the minimum (i.e. 
threshold), average and maximum levels of impact performance. By comparing an outcome to the 
industry’s average (or minimum) performance, an enterprise can gain valuable insights into what 
they could be doing better. 
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Are these categories of thresholds aligned with systemic / carrying capacity thresholds? In some instanc-
es of the standards-based thresholds, such as living wage, yes. In other instances, no – many industry 
standards are not predicated on systemic / carrying capacity thresholds. And benchmarks of result-based 
thresholds are rarely aligned with systemic / carrying capacity thresholds. So, the Impact Management 
Project’s approach to thresholds is a step in the right direction, but it falls short of the definitional clarity 
needed to distinguish between thresholds that are necessary to respect in order to achieve sustainability, 
and those that are disconnected from assessing bona fide sustainability. 

When it comes to the valuation question, IMP hosted an online forum in 2019 on “Impact Monetiza-
tion.”104 While the dialogue addressed many interesting questions, the issue of carrying capacity thresh-
olds did not come up.105 

Returning to the WBCSD’s Impact Valuation Roundtable, it ultimately embraced the BASF Value-to-Society 
approach, applying a “cut-and-paste” approach to in its graphical representation (See Figure	17 below).  

 

Figure	17:	Impact Valuation Continuum106 

Such was the success of this overarching approach that its primary architect, Christian Heller of BASF, 
spun it off into an independent initiative called the Value Balancing Alliance, which “aims to create a 
standardized model for measuring and disclosing the environmental, human, social and financial value 
companies provide to society.”107 The Value Balancing Alliance encompasses the Impact Valuation ap-
proaches mentioned above from Deloitte, EY, KPMG, and PwC (who are prominently listed as “pro-bono 
consultants”), as well as the BASF and other similar (i.e. thresholds-free) corporate approaches. 

Heller explained the overall value of this kind of approach thus:

  Moving from the traditional shareholder value concept to a “system value” approach, we truly value 
the impacts and interdependencies of society and business in a comprehensive system. This system 
serves as our foundation for shaping the future.108 

Heller’s conflation of Impact Valuation with System Value reveals an attempt to co-opt terminology for 
a positive halo effect; however, a close examination of the concept of System Value reveals that it tran-
scends Impact Valuation significantly enough that it can be deemed misleading (at best) to equate the two 
terms. Stated simply, Impact Valuation allows for the destruction of System Value. 
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2.6. SYSTEM	VALUE	

Ultimately, value is to be interpreted by reference to thresholds and parameters established through 
stakeholder engagement and evidence about the carrying capacity and limits of resources 

on which stakeholders and companies rely for wellbeing and profit...
International Integrated Reporting Council, 2013109 

Future-Fit Foundation CEO Geoff Kendall coined the term “System Value,” defining it on the continuum 
from Shareholder Value through Shared Value to Systems Value. (See Figure	18) 

 

Figure	18:	System Value109 

While it may be true that Impact Valuation (in its many different faces) moves us forward from Sharehold-
er Value, it is readily apparent from the above analysis that Impact Valuation falls far short of taking the 
kind of systemic approach that would warrant applying the term System Value to Impact Valuation. 

Indeed, Impact Valuation aligns very closely with Michael Porter and Marc Kramer’s notion of Shared 
Value, which has been praised for adding economic, social, and environmental benefit to the business 
agenda, but is roundly critiqued for failing to address economic, social, and environmental costs. 

The Future-Fit Foundation promulgates the Future Fit Business Benchmark, a framework that calls for 
companies to reach “a set of environmental and social thresholds that constitute the extra-financial break-
even point for value creation, across the Triple Bottom Line.”111 As suggested in the graphic, this falls with-
in a “Requirement for Society” that constitutes “System Conditions defining the thresholds within which 
society must operate to protect the possibility of a flourishing future.”112  

In other words, creating System Value requires operating (at the micro / company level and the macro 
/ systems levels) within ecological, social, and economic thresholds. System Value is therefore explicitly 
distinct from Impact Valuation, which operates without any reference to ecological, social, and economic 
thresholds. 

In the real world, human benefit does not erase adverse environmental impact; quite the opposite: human 
thriving relies on vibrant environmental viability. So, unabated environmental erosion (as is evidenced by 
the five-year results from BASF) eats away the future foundation that social benefit is built upon, under-
mining the system.
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Creating System Value thus requires that systems thrive in healthy cycles of resource regeneration. Bal-
anced systems create value from sufficiently abundant capital stocks to generate ongoing resource flows. 
So, System Value creation requires cycling resources within their carrying capacities, and would not abide 
offsetting impacts on one capital with those on another – particularly if the carrying capacities of the 
capitals in question were at risk.

Therefore, creating System Value requires respecting the carrying capacities of the capitals, and refraining 
from capital substitution – in other words, avoiding the two “fatal flaws” of Impact Valuation.  

Perhaps the best definition of System Value creation doesn’t even mention systems! In the build-up to 
its 2013 International <IR> Framework, IIRC enlisted partners to produce a set of background papers 
through a multistakeholder engagement process. EY pulled together a Background Paper on Value Creation 
that ended with the following final paragraph (the famous “Paragraph 58”):

  Ultimately, value is to be interpreted by reference to thresholds and parameters established through 
stakeholder engagement and evidence about the carrying	capacity and limits	of	resources on which 
stakeholders	and	companies	rely	for	wellbeing	and	profit... Interconnections between corporate ac-
tivity, society and the environment and the purpose of the corporation should therefore be under-
stood in terms of what the corporation, society and the environment can tolerate and still survive 
– that will be the main determinant of value. The challenges will be to reach agreement at corporate, 
national and international levels on what	those	thresholds	and	limits	are,	how	the	resources	within	
those limits should be allocated, and what	action	is	needed	to	keep	activity	within	those	limits	so	
that	value	can	continue	to	be	created	over	time.113 [emphasis added]

To visualize the information system for evaluating System Value creation, r3.0 produced an Integral Data 
Flowchart that integrates information across the multiple capitals, from both internal and external sources 
(at the micro, meso, and macro levels) that assesses performance within sustainability thresholds and 
allocations in order to create System Value.
 
 

Figure	19:	Integral Data Flowchart for Evaluating System Value Creation114 
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On a final word, this flowchart evaluates System Value creation, which can encompass valuation – if it 
foregoes the fatal flaws. But valuation is not necessarily required to assess System Value creation. In this 
sense, the decision of how to evaluate System Value – through valuation, or not – is left to the eye of 
the beholder. In this sense, Impact Evaluation has broader hierarchical importance than Impact Valuation, 
which would next within or below Impact Evaluation hierarchically. And the end-goal of Impact Evaluation 
is to assess the creation of System Value. 

2.7. INTRINSIC	VALUE

I don’t care too much for money: Money can’t buy me love.
John Lennon & Paul McCartney, 1964115

We do not steal from the future.
William Catton, 1980116 

The question of System Value as compared to Impact Valuation brings us back to the question raised 
earlier (in Section 2.4) around the consideration of intrinsic value, as compared to value defined via mone-
tary quantification (or valuation). We encountered this issue (without calling explicit attention to it) in the 
meanwhile, in Section 2.5, with the notion of “critical” capital, which we should not subject to valuation, 
because it needs to be preserved on its own terms. 

This example demonstrates the shortcoming of valuation methods in particular, and quantification meth-
ods more generally: they are challenged when addressing areas that defy quantification. More specifically, 
in this instance, they fail to address the counter-proposition: what is the loss of value if the resource disap-
pears? Our culture has essentially “outsourced” complex ethical and moral decisions to “the marketplace,” 
on the assumption that the “invisible hand” will magically make the most rational decision. However, what 
Monetization Cost Curves show us is that, once an impact becomes unsustainable, the resource has lost 
all value in the transactional sense, and can only retain value in the intrinsic sense: it carries value for its 
own sake, or for the sake of regenerating future viability. There are no capital flows without underlying 
capital stocks…

This point is perfectly exemplified in the opening anecdote of William Catton’s 1980 masterpiece, Over-
shoot: The Ecological Basis of Revolutionary Change: 

  On the banks of the Volga in 1921, a refugee community was visited by an American newspaper corre-
spondent who had come to write about the Russian famine. Almost half the people in this community 
were already dead of starvation. The death rate was rising. Those still surviving had no real prospect 
of prolonged longevity. In an adjacent field, a lone soldier was guarding a huge mound of sacks full of 
grain. The American newsman asked the white-bearded leader of the community why his people did 
not overpower this one guard, take over the grain, and relieve their hunger. The dignified old Russian 
explained that the sacks contained seed to be planted for the next growing season. “We do not steal 
from the future,” he said.117 

In other words, seeds have intrinsic value. Activating their value in the transactional sense – eating them 
as grain – destroys their longer-arc value, as seed. Market logic seems confounded by intrinsic value, or 
even sustainable value. Markets perform best in optimizing transactional efficiency. In a world that oper-
ates solely on cold calculation, perhaps such markets would suffice. But in a world of warm-blooded (and 
warm-hearted) humans, such logic fails to encompass the totality of value.
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For example, market logic supports the “just-in-time” model that Toyota invented in the 1980s, which 
delivered parts precisely when needed, thus obviating the “inefficiencies” of inventories. However, this 
logic requires a perfectly efficient market, where inevitable realities – such as the advent of a novel virus 
– disrupt even the most efficient supply chains. As serial entrepreneur Margaret Heffernan (who served as 
CEO for five companies) pointed out with uncanny prescience a half-year before the outbreak of Covid-19: 

  I think that, where in the past we used to think a lot about just in time management, now we have to 
start thinking about just in case, preparing for events that are generally certain but specifically remain 
ambiguous.118 

Such is the faith in market efficiency that the United States Congress voted to abolish its strategic grain 
reserves – an ancient practice that was revitalized in the 1930s to smooth out the boom-and-bust cycle 
of commodity prices (by injecting grain into the market when needed, and pulling it off the market in times 
of surplus) – at the height of the deregulation craze of the 1996.119 In other words, the US decided to 
“steal from its future” in the name of “market efficiency” in the present. Now that food insecurity from 
Covid-related supply chain disruption looms large in our present (and multi-breadbasket failure due to 
climate change hovers on the horizon), the intrinsic value of grain reserves far outweighs the market value 
of just-in-time economics.120  

The risk of valuation culture is that it fails to make a key recognition: something that serves as a “resource” 
can also serve other functions that have immense value in non-monetized terms. What is the valuation of 
love (which Buckminster Fuller called “metaphysical gravity)? Or compassion? Surely, these human traits 
have value, even if they defy a simple market price. Indeed, commoditizing them saps their intrinsic value. 
“I don’t care too much for money, money can’t buy me love,” sang the Beatles in 1964.  
 
In this Blueprint’s efforts to capture the multiple various forms of value, Working Group member Caroline 
Rees of Shift commented that the First Exposure Draft seemed to 

  fundamentally miss a great deal of what it means to be human, and of the realities of how humans 
are impacted by the current unsustainable forms of capitalism - impacts that are not just a corollary 
side-effect of impacts on our physical environment and climate, but distinct to how value is distributed 
and inequalities are compounded.121  

Working Group member Alexander Prinsen opens the aperture further to take in an even bigger pic-
ture, pointing out that that defining intrinsic value through a human lens anthropomorphosizes the issue. 
Viewed through a wider lens, the notion of System Value can be expanded to include intrinsic value that 
is fit and desirable not only for the apex species, but for natural living systems broadly. Humans are not 
the only species adversely impacted by negative externalities, Prinsen argues, so why should we limit the 
scope of intrinsic value – and Systems Value – to the single species that causes those externalities? 

This expansion of scope in how we define value is critically important, because how we define value dic-
tates how we measure value, Working Group member Bernd Ankenbrand points out. And the impulse to 
measure value also has a distorting effect on value. The systemic nature of System Value suggests that 
this value transcends what can be quantified through reductionistic calculations. So the effort to create 
System Value must take into account the qualitative aspects of intrinsic value. The notion of “immeasura-
ble” – beyond measure – captures this sense well. 
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This line of reasoning inevitably leads to the oft-heard truism that value ≠ values. In other words, financial 
value does not necessarily reflect ethical values. While this may be true in our current economic system 
design, wouldn’t we want value = values? Returning to Hall’s elegantly simple definition, value is what’s 
fit and desirable. And returning to Frederick Douglass’ poetic aspiration to remove	the	contradiction be-
tween what is and what	ought	to	be, value and values should align. So the challenge this Blueprint tackles, 
as Working Group member Henk Hadders notes, is to reconcile economic system design with universal 
ethics, and thus re-marry value and values.

Understood thus, we can see that current definitions of value are ultimately degenerative, so the project 
of this Blueprint, distilled to its essence, is to shift to a regenerative value regime. Our current business 
regime sees value traversing a chain in a one-way flow, from upstream supply chains to downstream con-
sumers (and ultimately to the landfills, both actual and metaphorical, that our world has become.) 

But if we take the notion of “stream” in its fuller, natural sense, we see that a river is actually part of the 
larger water cycle, with the constant flow from headwaters to the sea, and the looping of evaporation and 
precipitation carrying water between its terrestrial and celestial homes on a continual basis. In this sense, 
far from being linear, value is embedded in the natural “life” cycle of birth, growth, decline, death, decay, 
and rebirth, as Working Group member Trae Ashlie-Garen noted.

Bringing this line of thinking full circle, nature’s life cycles point toward the intrinsic value of the ecological 
foundations of life. In this sense, value cannot exist without the earth’s undergirding bounty; indeed, all 
value flows from the fount of the ecosystems that surround us. Accordingly, the intrinsic value of the nat-
ural environment must serve as the fundament upon which our understanding of value resides.

James Quilligan asserts: “This is an epochal moment when the world must recreate its economies as eco-
systems.” He elaborates elsewhere: 

  Economics has evolved through this dynamic tension between individual freedom and social equality 
-- a stratified system that devalues the cooperation of individuals in small groups. Throughout histo-
ry, people who seek to share their resources through voluntary community associations have been 
systematically repressed through slavery, feudalism, colonialism, fascism and wage slavery. Although 
social cooperation has always been practiced informally at the community level, it has never been 
realized on a large scale or over a sustained time frame.

 	Contrast	this	with	the	cycles	of	Nature. Ecosystems work when there are enough resources available 
in an area to meet the needs of its population. There is no overconsumption or squandering of re-
sources in a balanced ecosystem. Yet the modern free market does not measure the extent to which 
products are distributed to meet the needs of everyone -- and because these needs are not universally 
accounted, they are not met. Carrying	capacity	is	the	missing	link	that	brings	the	individual	freedom	
of	use	value	and	the	social	equality	of	exchange	value	into	alignment	with	the	interpersonal	cooper-
ation	of	distributed	value,	guaranteeing	that	the	basic	physiological	requirements	of	food,	water	and	
energy	for	every	person	are	satisfied.122

This notion provides a natural bridge from this chapter on Value to the next, on Cycles.
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3. CYCLES

The closed economy of the future might similarly be called the “spaceman” economy, in which the earth has 
become a single spaceship, without unlimited reservoirs of anything, either for extraction or for pollution, 

and in which, therefore, man must find his place in a cyclical	ecological	system which is capable 
of continuous reproduction of material form even though it cannot escape having inputs of energy.

Kenneth Boulding, 1966123 

In the last chapter, we saw that value is a form of human knowledge that is open to continual refinement 
in a cyclical process. The collective sense of what holds value at one moment is not static, but rather 
dynamic – it transforms over time. This cyclical aspect of value holds profound implications. As asserted 
above, our current culture conflates value with financial valuation, but that understanding of value is not 
set in stone – it is susceptible to refutation that can reach a “tipping point” that shifts the cycle away from 
the current commonly-held perception of value, into a new understanding.  

So, cycles are powerful because they balance the stability of continuity (they repeat in relatively predicta-
ble patterns) with the dynamism of continual momentum that creates potential for transmutation. While 
linear processes can be generative, cyclical processes can be regenerative.

Pioneering economist Kenneth Boulding captures this exceedingly well in his classic 1966 essay on the 
“Spaceman Economy,” warranting quoting in full: 

  For the sake of picturesqueness, I am tempted to call the open economy the “cowboy economy,” the 
cowboy being symbolic of the illimitable plains and also associated with reckless, exploitative, roman-
tic, and violent behavior, which is characteristic of open societies. The closed economy of the future 
might similarly be called the “spaceman” economy, in which the earth has become a single spaceship, 
without unlimited reservoirs of anything, either for extraction or for pollution, and in which, therefore, 
man must find his place in a cyclical	ecological	system	which	is	capable	of	continuous	reproduction	
of	material	form even though it cannot escape having inputs of energy.

 
  The difference between the two types of economy becomes most apparent in the attitude towards 

consumption. In the cowboy economy, consumption is regarded as a good thing and production like-
wise; and the success of the economy is measured by the amount of the throughput from the “factors 
of production,” a part of which, at any rate, is extracted from the reservoirs of raw materials and 
noneconomic objects, and another part of which is output into the reservoirs of pollution. If there are 
infinite reservoirs from which material can be obtained and into which effluvia can be deposited, then 
the throughput is at least a plausible measure of the success of the economy…
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By contrast, in the spaceman economy, throughput	is	by	no	means	a	desideratum,	and	is	indeed	to	be	
regarded	as	something	to	be	minimized	rather	than	maximized. The essential measure of the success of 
the economy is not production and consumption at all, but the nature, extent, quality, and complexity of 
the total capital stock, including in this the state of human bodies and minds included in the system. In 
the spaceman economy, what we are primarily concerned with is stock maintenance, and any techno-
logical change which results in the maintenance of a given total stock with a lessened throughput (that 
is, less production and consumption) is clearly a gain. This	idea	that	both	production	and	consumption	
are	bad	things	rather	than	good	things	is	very	strange	to	economists,	who	have	been	obsessed	with	the	
income-flow	concepts	to	the	exclusion,	almost,	of	capital-stock	concepts.124 

In this Chapter, we now expand our exploration beyond the knowledge life cycle to consider cycles more 
broadly. To ground the following discussion, we first establish a broad consideration of cycles by appealing 
to the Adaptive Cycle, otherwise known as the Holling Cycle after CS “Buzz” Holling who first conceived 
it in 1986, and articulated it most comprehensively in 2001.125 For a graphical representation, see Figure	
20 below.

 

Figure	20:	The Adaptive Cycle126  

Quoting Holling at length is the most efficient way to understand the Adaptive Cycle:

 There are three properties that shape the adaptive cycle and the future state of a system:
 •  The inherent potential of a system that is available for change, since that potential determines 

the range of future options possible. This property can be thought of, loosely, as the “wealth” of a 
system.

 •  The internal controllability of a system; that is, the degree of connectedness between internal 
controlling variables and processes, a measure that reflects the degree of flexibility or rigidity of 
such controls, such as their sensitivity or not to perturbation.

 •  The adaptive capacity; that is, the resilience of the system, a measure of its vulnerability to unex-
pected or unpredictable shocks. This property can be thought of as the opposite of the vulnerabil-
ity of the system.

  These three properties – wealth, controllability, and adaptive capacity – are general ones, whether at 
the scale of the cell or the biosphere, the individual or the culture. In case examples of regional devel-
opment and ecosystem management (Gunderson and others 1995), they are the properties that shape 
the responses of ecosystems, agencies,

 and people to crisis.
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  Potential, or wealth, sets limits for what is possible – it determines the number of alternative options 
for the future. Connectedness, or controllability, determines the degree to which a system can con-
trol its own destiny, as distinct from being caught by the whims of external variability. Resilience, as 
achieved by adaptive capacity, determines how vulnerable the system is to unexpected disturbances 
and surprises that can exceed or break that control.

  A stylized representation of an adaptive cycle is shown in Figure [X] for two of these properties – po-
tential and connectedness. The trajectory alternates between long periods of slow accumulation and 
transformation of resources (from exploitation to conservation, or r to K), with shorter periods that 
create opportunities for innovation (from release to reorganization, or Ω to α). That potential includes 
accumulated ecological, economic, social, and cultural capital as well as unexpressed chance muta-
tions and inventions. During the slow sequence from exploitation to conservation, connectedness and 
stability increase and capital is accumulated. Ecosystem capital, for example, includes nutrients,

  biomass, and physical structure. Although this accumulated capital is sequestered for the growing, ma-
turing ecosystem, it also represents a gradual increase in the potential for other kinds of ecosystems 
and futures. For an economic or social system, the accumulating potential could as well derive from 
the skills, networks of human relationships, and mutual trust that are developed incrementally and 
integrated during the progression from r to K. They also represent a potential that was developed and 
used in one setting but could be available in transformed ones.

  As the progression to the K phase proceeds in an ecosystem, for example, the accumulating nutrient 
and biomass resources become more and more tightly bound within existing vegetation, preventing 
other competitors from utilizing them. The potential for other use is high, but it is expropriated and 
controlled by the specific biota and processes of the ecosystem in place. That is, the system’s connect-
edness increases, eventually becoming overconnected and increasingly rigid in its control. It becomes 
an accident waiting to happen. 

  The actual change is triggered by agents of disturbance, such as wind, fire, disease, insect outbreak, 
and drought. The resources accumulated and sequestered in vegetation and soil are then suddenly 
released and the tight organization is lost. Human enterprises can exhibit similar behavior, as, for ex-
ample, when corporations such as IBM, AT&T, or General Motors accumulate rigidities to the point of 
crisis and then attempt to restructure

 (Hurst and Zimmerman 1994; Hurst 1995; Holling and others 2001).127 

We lay out the idea of the Adaptive Cycle in depth in order to set the foundations for understanding the 
rest of this chapter on Cycles, which essentially examines the directionality of value creation. Specifically, 
we start with the linear conception of the Value Chain that has held sway for the past three-plus decades, 
then consider the notion of the Circular Economy that emerged in earnest in the 1990s. 

While acknowledging the fundamental importance of this shift from a linear to a circular conception of 
the economy, we also examine critiques of the Circular Economy concept, including its misalignment with 
sustainability, the relative absence of human elements, and finally the need to reconcile circularity with 
thermodynamic reality. 

This exploration provides a foundation for considering the bioregion – the scale at which many natural 
cycles (such as the water cycle) operate – as the proper scope of consideration for implementing a Cyclical 
Economy. The chapter ends with a consideration of the interdependence between linear, circular, cyclical, 
and spiral dynamics, depending on the scale of consideration, and so argues not for one over another, 
but rather for appropriate fractal proportionality between these various ways of perceiving value flows.
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3.1. VALUE	CHAINS

[T]he “value chain”… concept divides a company’s activities into the technologically and economically distinct 
activities it performs to do business. We call these “value activities.” The value a company creates is measured 

by the amount that buyers are willing to pay for a product or service. A business is profitable if the value it 
creates exceeds the cost of performing the value activities. To gain competitive advantage over its rivals, 

a company must either perform these activities at a lower cost or perform them in a way that 
leads to differentiation and a premium price (more value).

Michael Porter & Victor Miller, 1985128 

The theories and models based on neoclassical economic assumptions are not adequate to inform strategic 
managers and students on how to respond to today’s grand challenges such as climate change and income 

inequality. The theoretical models of Porter (1980, 1985) and Porter and Kramer (2011) do not 
accurately depict the reality of today’s business environment. Only by re-conceptualizing traditional, closed 

system theories and models in which the current strategic management paradigm is embedded can we provide 
strategic managers and students with frameworks to explore the opportunity space at 

the interface of economy, ecology, and society.
Jean Garner Stead and W. Edward Stead, 2019129 

Ever since Michael Porter conceived of the idea of a corporate ‘Value Chain’, published in his 1985 book 
Competitive Advantage: Creating and Sustaining Superior Performance,130 generations of business school and 
university scholars as well as corporate practitioners ingested this concept of how corporations create 
‘value’. The basic idea of a value throughput was born, and various value chains would connect to industry 
or regional or global value chains (or systems), allowing space for what is now called global supply and 
demand chains.

The classical and world-renowned visual of a corporate value chain has been used to analyze the success 
and failure of an organisation’s processes in the light of the five competitive forces. (See Figure	20) The 
value chain model differentiated between primary and support activities.

 

Figure	21:	Porter’s Value Chain131
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•	 Primary	Activities

All primary activities are essential in adding value and creating a competitive advantage and they are:

 o  Inbound	Logistics: arranging the inbound movement of materials, parts, and/or finished inventory 
from suppliers to manufacturing or assembly plants, warehouses, or retail stores

 o 	Operations: concerned with managing the process that converts inputs (in the forms of raw mate-
rials, labor, and energy) into outputs (in the form of goods and/or services).

 o 	Outbound	Logistics: is the process related to the storage and movement of the final product and 
the related information flows from the end of the production line to the end user

 o 	Marketing	and	Sales: selling a products and processes for creating, communicating, delivering, and 
exchanging offerings that have value for customers, clients, partners, and society at large.

 o 	Service: includes all the activities required to keep the product working effectively for the buyer 
after it is sold and delivered.

Companies can harness a competitive advantage at any one of the five activities in the value chain. For 
example, by creating outbound logistics that are highly efficient or by reducing a company’s shipping 
costs, it allows to either realize more profits or pass the savings to the consumer by way of lower prices.

•	 Support	Activities

Using support activities helps make primary activities more effective. Increasing any of the four support 
activities helps at least one primary activity to work more efficiently.

 o  Firm	Infrastructure: consists of activities such as accounting, legal, finance, control, public rela-
tions, quality assurance and general (strategic) management.

 o  Technology	Development: pertains to the equipment, hardware, software, procedures and techni-
cal knowledge brought to bear in the firm’s transformation of inputs into outputs.

 o  Human	Resources	Management: consists of all activities involved in recruiting, hiring, training, 
developing, compensating and (if necessary) dismissing or laying off personnel.

 o  Procurement: the acquisition of goods, services or works from an outside external source. In this 
field company also makes decisions of purchases.132 

The concept was based on the assumption that each activity can support the creation of value, culminat-
ing in a product or service. Each business unit could have its own value chain, and together they make 
up the identity of a firm. Together with the value chains of suppliers or distributors a ‘value system’ is 
created, so that the end product arrives at the customer. This is where the five competitive forces are a 
tool to design the best possible value flow through the system. The value chain model was conceived of 
the throughput of physical units of product, supported by additional services connected to the product. 

The advent of the internet and virtual value generation has opened up a completely new level of thinking 
about value chains for virtual products, based on virtual services. Multiple versions of value chains for e.g. 
IT, Knowledge Transfer (Education) Finance, Insurance, Health Care and other service sectors have been 
developed over time.133 Also, reverse value chain models were designed in which basic ideas of product 
takeback were starting to take shape and the idea of endless throughput due to the abundance of mate-
rials and resources was questioned.134 
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For sustainability, the mix of physical and virtual value chains has already been of high importance for the 
reduction all sorts of redundancies in the physical value chain, e.g. repair on demand, software updates to 
increase functionality or decrease malfunctioning of products, reduction of energy use and takeback sup-
port, just to name a few examples. It also enabled better coordination between parts of industry, regional 
or global value systems. But is it ‘good enough’ for future strategy and economy design?

Porter’s work was groundbreaking in the early days of the evolving theory of management as a new way 
of understanding how corporate strategies should be developed. Over decades the value chain concept 
was one of the leading theories scholars in universities were taught.  But does it stand the test of times? 
In Prof. Thomas Wunder’s reader Rethinking Strategic Management – Sustainable Strategizing for Positive 
Impact, Jean Garner Stead and W. Edward Stead, have their doubts135: 

  The theories and models based on neoclassical economic assumptions are not adequate to inform 
strategic managers and students on how to respond to today’s grand challenges such as climate 
change and income inequality. The theoretical models of Porter (1980, 1985) and Porter and Kramer 
(2011) do not accurately depict the reality of today’s business environment. Only by re-conceptu-
alizing traditional, closed system theories and models in which the current strategic management 
paradigm is embedded can we provide strategic managers and students with frameworks to explore 
the opportunity space at the interface of economy, ecology, and society. The theories of ecological 
economics provide this basic, conceptual framework in which the next co-evolutionary stage of stra-
tegic management is grounded . 

Stead/Stead then compare strategic management of the neoclassical type with their idea of ecological 
economics in the following table:

 

Figure	22	Comparing Porter’s neoclassical economics view with ecological economics137 
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They conclude: 

In sum, the Porterian view of the industry and value chain are examples of the fallacy of misplaced con-
creteness and are not now realistic enough to capture the value creation from the firm’s interface with the 
social and natural environments. In other words, they do not reflect the pull of the practice of strategic 
management nor the current business context.138 

3.2. CIRCULAR	ECONOMY

Intuitively, the idea of a circular economy that would counter the unsustainability of a throughput econ-
omy would appear to be more sustainable than the current linear economic system design. Reducing the 
resources used, and the waste and leakage created, conserves resources and helps to reduce environmen-
tal pollution. However, it is argued by some that these assumptions are simplistic, in that they disregard 
the complexity of existing systems and their potential trade-offs. For example, the social dimension of 
sustainability seems to be only marginally addressed in many circular economy publications. There are 
cases that might require different or additional strategies, like purchasing new, more energy efficient 
equipment. 

3.2.1. EMERGENCE	OF	THE	CIRCULAR	ECONOMY	CONCEPT

In a 2017 article in the Journal of Cleaner Production, Nancy Bocken and a team from TU Delft, a r3.0 Ac-
ademic Alliance Partner, and the University of Cambridge, researched the body of literature, players, and 
publications that led to the proliferation of Circular Economy thinking: 

  The concept of the Circular Economy has been gaining momentum since the late 1970s. Several au-
thors, like Andersen, Ghisellini et al., and Su et al. attribute the introduction of the concept to Pearce 
and Turner (1989). By describing how natural resources influence the economy by providing inputs for 
production and consumption as well as serving as a sink for outputs in the form of waste, they investi-
gate the linear and open-ended characteristics of contemporary economic systems. This is influenced 
by Boulding’s work (1966), which describes the earth as a closed and circular system with limited 
assimilative capacity, and inferred from this that the economy and the environment should coexist 
in equilibrium. Stahel and Reday (1976) introduced certain features of the Circular Economy, with a 
focus on industrial economics. They conceptualized a loop economy to describe industrial strategies 
for waste prevention, regional job creation, resource efficiency, and dematerialization of the industrial 
economy. Stahel (1982) also emphasized selling utilization instead of ownership of goods as the most 
relevant sustainable business model for a loop economy, allowing industries to profit without exter-
nalizing costs and risks associated with waste.

  The contemporary understanding of the Circular Economy and its practical applications to economic 
systems and industrial processes has evolved to incorporate different features and contributions from 
a variety of concepts that share the idea of closed loops. Some of the most relevant theoretical in-
fluences are cradle-to-cradle (McDonough and Braungart, 2002), laws of ecology (Commoner, 1971), 
looped and performance economy (Stahel, 2010), regenerative design (Lyle, 1994), industrial ecology 
(Graedel and Allenby, 1995), biomimicry (Benyus, 2002), and the blue economy (Pauli, 2010).
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  The most renowned definition has been framed by the Ellen MacArthur Foundation, introducing the 
Circular Economy as “an industrial economy that is restorative or regenerative by intention and de-
sign” (2013). Similarly, Geng and Doberstein (2008), focusing on the Chinese implementation of the 
concept, describe the Circular Economy as the “realization of [a] closed loop material flow in the whole 
economic system”. Webster (2015) adds that “a circular economy is one that is restorative by design, 
and which aims to keep products, components and materials at their highest utility and value, at all 
times”. Accordingly, Yuan et al. (2008) state that “the core of [the Circular Economy] is the circular 
(closed) flow of materials and the use of raw materials and energy through multiple phases”. Bocken et 
al. (2016) categorize the characteristics of the Circular Economy by defining it as “design and business 
model strategies [that are] slowing, closing, and narrowing resource loops”.

  Based on these different contributions, we define the Circular Economy as a regenerative system in 
which resource input and waste, emission, and energy leakage are minimized by slowing, closing, and 
narrowing material and energy loops. This can be achieved through long-lasting design, maintenance, 
repair, reuse, remanufacturing, refurbishing, and recycling.

  […] The work of the Ellen MacArthur Foundation is important in this context. The Foundation has 
published a range of publications on the topic, including a book by Webster (2015) and a series of 
reports (EMF, 2014, an two reports in 2013). The Foundation also acts as a collaborative hub for busi-
nesses, policy makers, and academia. Various consultancies have now tapped into the opportunities 
of a Circular Economy (e.g. Lacey and Rutqvist, 2015 and McKinsey through the support of the Ellen 
MacArthur Foundation in EMF, 2013, for example).

  The concept has also gained traction with policymakers, influencing governments and intergovern-
mental agencies at the local, regional, national, and international level. Germany was a pioneer in 
integrating the Circular Economy into national laws, as early as 1996, with the enactment of the 
“Closed Substance Cycle and Waste Management Act” (Su et al., 2013). This was followed by Japan’s 
2002 “Basic Law for Establishing a Recycling-Based Society” (METI, 2004), and China’s 2009 “Circular 
Economy Promotion Law of the People’s Republic of China” (Lieder and Rashid, 2016). Supranational 
bodies have also incorporated circular economy concerns – most notably the EU’s 2015 Circular Econ-
omy Strategy (European Commission, 2015).140 

3.2.2. CIRCULAR	ECONOMY	/	SUSTAINABLE	ECONOMY

The paper furthermore explores the different relationships between sustainability and the circular econ-
omy and found the following similarities:141 

• Intra- and intergenerational commitments
• More agency for the multiple and coexisting pathways of development
• Global models
• Integrating non-economic aspects into development
• System change/design and innovation at the core
• Multi-/interdisciplinary research field
• Potential cost, risk, diversification, value co-creation opportunities
• Cooperation of different stakeholders necessary
• Regulation and incentives as core implementation tools
• Central role of private business, due to resources and capabilities
• Business model innovation as a key for industry transformation 
• Technological solutions are important but often pose implementation problems 
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At r3.0 we praise the idea of intra- and intergenerational equity as one of the most important, but at the 
same time most neglected aspects of sustainability, and take note of the similarities with the circular 
economy. At the same time, it is remarkable that the human-centric aspect as one of the similarities 
researched has remained very limited in the literature so far. Chapter 0.1.2.3.2 will look at this in more 
detail.

The paper also identified the differences between sustainability and the circular economy concept, as the 
following table shows:142 

 

Table 23: Selected differences between sustainability and the circular economy
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Deriving from similarities and differences between sustainability and the circular economy, the team from 
TU Delft and University and Cambridge saw various relationships between the concepts and summarized 
them in the following table.143

 

Table 24: Relationship types between the circular economy and sustainability
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3.2.3. CIRCULAR	BUSINESS	MODELS

The circular economy proposal is a meso or macro level concept for the design of material and resource 
flows in an economy that aims to be future-ready. The most prominent picture of the technical and bio-
logical cycles in a circular economy stems from the Ellen MacArthur Foundation.

 

Figure	25:	The Circular Economy “Butterfly” Diagram144 

The idea of a circular economy needs to be translated further into industries and corporations to translate 
value chains and value systems into circular applications. This will eventually lead to circular business 
models. In r3.0’s New Business Models Blueprint,145 published in 2018, we identified the aspect of circu-
larity as one of 9 principles for a business model that can be called sustainable, regenerative or thriving.
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In a 2018 article in the Journal for Cleaner Production, Martin Geissdoerfer et al developed a generic logic146 
of how to transform a business-as-usual business model into a circular business model. The picture implies 
that it is also built on a sustainable pre-step:

 

Figure	26:	Comparison of traditional, sustainable, and circular business models147 

In order to get to circular business models and to be part of a circular value system a link to circular supply 
chains need to be made. The authors see the connection as follows:

 
Figure	27:	Corporate framework of circularity built into a circular economy value system148 
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The authors think that

 ‘[…] as proposed by the framework […], CBM, aligned with circular supply chain, can contribute to sus-
tainable development by promoting economic, environmental and social goals; pro-actively managing 
stakeholders; including a long-term perspective; and closing, slowing, intensifying, narrowing and de-
materializing resource loops. Our framework complements this view by adding explicitly initiatives on 
intensifying and dematerializing loops for circular economy.’ Testing the model with four companies they 
however ponder that ‘all the case companies’ business models depend on changing consumers and sup-
pliers’ behavior, since CBM and CSCM demand a systemic paradigm shift. For instance, the companies’ 
customers’ product quality perception from remanufactured or recycled material tended to be lower than 
for traditional goods, resulting in lower realizable prices. This is despite the products’ high-quality require-
ments and comparatively little advantages in their cost structure.’149 

3.2.4. CRITIQUE	OF	CIRCULAR	ECONOMY

A general critique of the circular economy concept in the literature and in practice reveals the following 
points:

•  As r3.0 we question if the concept of the circular economy in the end is really going to change any-
thing towards a new economic paradigm, embedded in contextual and multi-capitalism, allowing for 
scalability? When is circular truly sustainable? Or is it in the end a prolongation of generally through-
put in a patchwork of incremental and partial circular approaches of some businesses, some indus-
tries, some regions? When do we know when ‘enough’ scale has been reached to get us back into 
balance with one planet and allow wellbeing for each individual on the planet? ‘While it is possible to 
somewhat reduce, reuse, and recycle, in its circularity, the circular economy is all about a sustainable 
economy, and sustainable development without limits to growth, that can keep placing more demands 
for additional natural resources, evermore growth, and does not account for exceeding nine planetary 
limits on the carrying capacity for all life on planet Earth.’150  

•  ‘The deceptive image of the circle needs deconstruction. It implies that nothing is wasted when we 
recycle, reuse, remake, etc. The circular economy will always need more energy, and there will always 
be more waste. Circular economy uses the same logic as ‘triple bottom line’ and therefore merits the 
same critique.’151 

•  Research by Zink and Geyer152 questions the CE engineering-centric assumptions. ‘However, propo-
nents of the circular economy have tended to look at the world purely as an engineering system and 
have overlooked the economic part of the circular economy. Recent research has started to question 
the core of the circular economy—namely, whether closing material and product loops does, in fact, 
prevent primary production.’ 

•  Does CE secondary production activities (reuse, repair, & remake) actually reduce, or displace pri-
mary production (natural resource extraction)?  The problem CE overlooks, its untold story, is how 
displacement is governed mainly by market forces. It’s the tired old narrative, that the invisible hand 
of market forces will conspire to create full displacement of virgin material of the same kind. In the 
Journal of Cleaner Production, the critique of Korhonen, Nuur, Feldmann, and Birkie is that ‘the basic 
assumptions concerning the values, societal structures, cultures, underlying world-views and the par-
adigmatic potential of CE remain largely unexplored.’153 

These last subchapters developed the trail from throughput to circular in a way that it explains the rise of 
something new through the shortcomings of earlier thinking. The following subchapter now goes deeper 
into a couple of aspects that we see crucial in order to assess if the idea of a circular economy is indeed the 
sufficient means to an end that we defined as a regenerative and distributive economy (or in more used 
terms a Green, Inclusive and Open Economy). Where does it need clarification, potentially an increase in 
scope, or a redefinition, e.g. towards ‘cyclical economy’?
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3.2.4.1. CIRCULAR	HUMANSPHERE

The above subchapters have revealed a great deal of thinking in the technical and biological sphere. It is 
the mechanical solution arms to reduce waste at all levels and adopt more ‘bio-logic’ to the unsustainable 
resource streams, with the aim to save our current general economic system logic, as if that was possible. 
r3.0, with its current suite of Blueprints, has major doubts that this is the right way forward. One of the 
striking shortcomings of the current setup of the ‘circular economy’ movement is the lack of embedding 
of humans, or in short: what if humans in general don’t want to follow the path that the disciples of circu-
larity have in mind, what if consumer choices continue to prevent circular solutions, and what if it creates 
dualism instead of much needed synergistic solutions? 

r3.0 Advocation Partner Alexandre Lemille has focused much of his work at creating what he coined ‘The 
Circular Humansphere’154, deriving from earlier attempts to create a ‘Circular Economy 2.0’155. In r3.0’s 
view, Alexandre adds a few very worthwhile dimensions to the idea of a Circular Economy:

•  Circularity is a means to an end in a new and still to-be-created new economic system, and not the end 
in itself. An economy that embeds circularity must first and foremost serve the needs of all of human 
society as part of the wider ecosystems of species;

•  Circularity isn’t just focused on technical and biological cycles; it needs to be harmonized with an 
embedded human cycle, itself regenerative and redistributive by design;

•  The aim is to use circularity and a new economic system embracing it to build resilient societies. This 
means that aspects like building empathy and embedding circular principles in society add a cultural 
challenge to the more mechanistic approaches of circularity so far.

•  The main aspect of a circular humansphere is not to reduce156, but eradicating all negative externalities 
and avoiding the rebound of consumption thanks to an intergenerational perspective.

It is to a certain degree rather strange that the human body, one of the most regenerative and circular 
part of natural systems, and in synergetic relationship to nature (going so far to say ‘we are nature, too’) 
isn’t yet part of the active spectrum of circularity, just receiving and reacting. In the current idea of stocks 
and flows the multi-capital model that r3.0 recommends in its Blueprints, already brings that back with 
the view on human capital, social capital, intellectual capital, etc. Alexandre adds that component to the 
mechanistic idea of circularity so far. Also, to clarify the focus to be engineering all negative externality 
out of economic activities with an eye on intergenerational equity and using cultural and mindset shifts 
to achieve that is a valuable addition.

 

Figure	28:	A Symbiotic system’s view inclusive of the Humans’ Axis of Abundance: 

endless energies & empathy coupled with an abundance of natural resources
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Alexandre comments that it needs a complete symbiotic approach to explore the full potential of circu-
larity:

  In order to move away from the current resource-depleted model, we could consider the totality of 
abundant stocks and endless flows available in the eco-systemic design of a positive future for all. 
And this, on the condition that these stocks and flows are based on a notion of renewed abundance 
in order to bring the level of resilience necessary to the systems on which we depend. In addition, we 
will need to understand them from an innovative angle allowing real optimization to meet the needs 
of future generations.157 

Alexandre then identifies four intersections to identify future roles of humanity to add to restoration, 
regeneration, justice and inclusivity. They become 4 strategies for a new abundance: 

 
 

Figure	29:	The 4 strategies and 3 priorities for humanity in the Circular Humansphere

The first two strategies, Adaptation and Valorisation, focus on our ability to change and therefore to adapt 
in depth to the two spheres to be preserved: the Biological and Technical spheres158:

• 	Adaptation	Strategy (‘we are Nature’): seeking to understand how humans will deeply adapt to the 
growth of the biosphere, the only one of the three spheres that requires to grow back. We could be 
inspired by the model of ants: they weigh the same as off all 7.6 billion people on the planet yet rebuild 
our ecosystem every day. How could we develop a similar strategy merging ourselves to the biological 
world? Deep adaptation could of course be the obvious massive collective actions applying human 
energies for the account of our ecosystem (such as reforestation/afforestation, regenerative agricul-
ture, urban forests, reconstitution of wetlands and mangroves), but can go further into replacing miss-
ing environmental functions, e.g. human-assisted pollination, soil regeneration through humuzation 
(humans = humus), with the aim of reinforcing the ‘link with life’ by biomimetic (imitation of natural 
cycles) and homomimetic (imitation of human cycles) approaches where humans could reconnect with 
nature in order to rebuild it daily through these rewarded activities.
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• 	Valorisation	Strategy (‘we are Energy’): energies come from the biosphere and/or the humansphere. 
Indeed, to look at it, the renewable energies available also come from humans. Once we eat and sleep, 
we are offering energy, distributed and working at ambient temperature acceptable to the biosphere. 
In approaches contrary to the productive-based principles of the past, these sources of biological 
or human energies will be favored in an economy focused on the reduction, repair, maintenance or 
reconstruction of the components involved in economic processes. A more balanced approach taking 
into account the human component is preferable to a binary approach between the biological and the 
technical cycles. It would provide a third source of solution, but also reduce the pressures on the two 
circular spheres identified so far, while increasing the resilience of long-term systems in a model that 
aims to be economically stationary (Bourg, Ansperger, 2016).

The two other (upper ones in the figure above) strategies measure humanity’s advances towards the 
preservation of life on Earth on the basis of ensuring system deep circularity (Evolution) while optimally 
respond to real human needs (Advancement). They aim to measure our impacts in order to understand the 
return loops from biological (adaptation to ecosystems guaranteeing well-being) and technical spheres 
(advances in human well-being) over the human one. They consist in evaluating the remaining distance-to 
to be traveled towards a circular and equitable world.

•  Evolution	Strategy: intends to help us understand how to maintain a “connection with life” on Earth. It 
represents the feedback loop of the effects we exert on the biological sphere and beyond. Obviously, 
this is more of a scientific slider on the state of the planet and adaptation to take into account in the 
preservation of conditions conducive to the lives of all its inhabitants. We will need to develop and 
maintain the knowledge necessary for global circularity as well as estimating the distance between 
our current linear situation and the level of circularity to be achieved in an environmentally secure and 
socially just world.

• 	Advancement	 Strategy (well-being is guaranteed through deep adaptation and just valorisation): This 
strategy consists of measuring the advances of humanity in three dimensions: creating an economic 
model that generates the well-being of all for all (our unifying global project) through our sufficiently 
deep adaptation to the biosphere (Adaptation Strategy) plus our ability to protect human value(s) as an 
essential component to the preservation of the technosphere by valuing everyone and everything as 
part of a caring for all economic model. Here stocks of education, values, traditions, knowledge, skills 
are seen as the most important so to preserve the holism of humans’ value system. Obviously, to be 
able to measure positive change across these three dimensions, we will have to change our legislation, 
our exchange system, our understanding of value, our behavior and decision-making processes on 
what will now be vital, the structuring of the costs to be taken into account in order to give preference 
to what is desired (what leads to abundance) and what is to be protected (where scarcities appear) or 
to be avoided (conditions conducive to life are at risk).
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The above figure also hints at 3 main priorities that result from Lemille’s approach159, needing to integrate 
all environmental, social and economic dimensions into a comprehensive symbiotic approach to regener-
ate (the Biosphere), restore (the Technosphere) and protect (The Humansphere):

The first priority is to respond to all human needs – in a balance approach to other species’ needs - 
through the circularity of systems in a model that eradicates all negative externalities step by step, while 
avoiding the rebound of consumption thanks to intergenerational governance.

•  Priority	1: The economy is a “tool” with the sole purpose of meeting the needs of people, not impos-
ing its economic goals on people (as per K. Polanyi, 1946). Such an economy must be designed in a 
symbiotic way to meet the needs of all human societies, thanks to the circularity of our systems. This 
circularity becomes the means to achieve it, and not an end in itself. The economy needs to be de-
signed for all as an element fully embedded within the environmental and social systems, accounting 
for the latter in all decisions.

•  Priority	2: In an economic model where access to services has the advantage over the ownership of 
objects, the versatility and flexibility of these services would reduce economic barriers in order to 
integrate the one billion people who are not currently part of our economic system.  Today, we have 
the opportunity to redesign our model from scratch applying the ‘Circular Thinking’ on all dimensions. 
Designing all negative externalities out, inclusive of the social one, would prevent us from past mis-
takes

•  Priority	3: The insertion of the human dimension into the circularity model now allows us to be an 
integral part of the “equation of life” on Earth, as a vital component of adaptation to the two circular 
spheres. Excluding humans as a sub-part of this Life Equation might lead to rebound in consumption 
in a too efficient, not resilient enough approach. Humans’ abundance in empathy would contribute to 
changing their key decision-making processes with the preservation of future generations embedded 
within these processes.

Earlier in this subchapter we also appreciated the enlarged view of Lemille’s approach to empathy, mind-
set shifts, culture, and intergenerational equity. He brings in the overarching principle of ‘decentration’. 
He realizes that 

  such a perception of the world we depend on would also lead us to implement strategies that avoid 
a potential rebound in consumption. Changes in intrinsic behaviors could occur more quickly by inte-
grating the human component into this new paradigm. An avoidance of such a rebound would be by 
decisions taken over the very-long-term based on the emerging science of “decentering” or “decen-
tration”, as applied by the original tribes of the American continent ever since. “Decentration” is the 
ability to think of the place of future generations that are not yet born, to preserve life on Earth by 
deciding as if we were “these generations”.160 
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In the Virtual Dialog of the Value Cycles Blueprint Working Group the concept of the Circular Hu-
mansphere also met some critique. Working Group member Trae Ashley-Garen remarked:

  The Quote I find of most interest is: “One of the striking shortcomings of the current setup of the 
‘circular economy’ movement is the lack of embedding of humans...”. In my observations of behaviors 
out in the field for the last 20+ years, it manifests more along the lines of systems dynamics and spiral 
dynamics than something that is distinctly circular. It appears that the behavior shows up more like a 
pendulum in that the movement of attention and awareness and ultimately engagement and action 
swings back and forth between internal variables and external variables of experience-gaining, until an 
individual or group gains sufficient awareness of itself as a system, and centers in on a form of equilib-
rium. […] Humanity may have been charged with being stewards of the earth, but unless we become 
better stewards of ourselves and each other, as a common human body, we are missing a key and most 
integral piece.

Working Group member Caroline Rees commented:

  It feels like an over-stretch of a model beyond the point it can bear. It seems to reduce the human and 
human needs to the animal level of food and water and shelter, while seeing us as providers of ‘energy’ 
that can be applied back into the system through the provision of services. The paper of course says 
more than that, but it’s a very nature/science-based analysis. It seems to fundamentally miss a great 
deal of what it means to be human, and of the realities of how humans are impacted by the current 
unsustainable forms of capitalism -  impacts that are not just a corollary side-effect of impacts on our 
physical environment and climate, but distinct to how value is distributed and inequalities are com-
pounded. 

Lemille has understood the need for a deeper journey into the full abundance of life based on responses 
(also from this working group) and presented to us his broader perspective on abundance of life, exempli-
fied here through two visuals161. The first is describing what Lemille calls ‘from leadership to weadership’, 
asking the most fundamental question ‘what does it take to preserve life?’ Leaders of tomorrow are here 
requested to embed a system approach in the decisions they make as part of a “we” ecosystemic thinking.

 

Figure	30:	From Leadership to Weadership (our Distances To Full Circularity)
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This thinking leads him to his view of an ‘Ecosystem for Life162’, describing how to see his ideas about the 
Circular Humansphere in the broader systems context, covering many of r3.0’s enablers of a regenerative 
and distributive economy, addressing questions of intergenerational equity, the role of organisations, val-
ue vs. values, focus on creating abundance of human, social and intellectual capital, true costing and true 
benefiting, the role of finance, creation of mindset shifts, and systems awareness. Here, humans’ public 
and private organisations roles and functions have a core vision: preserving conditions conducive to life 
on Earth.

 

Figure	31:	Ecosystemic Model of Life

In an article that just got released Lemille and his co-authors Patrick Schröder and Peter Desmond rec-
ommended to connect the Circular Economy work with the Human Development work163. They explain:

This framework includes socialeconomic elements of the transformation from linear to circular economic 
models, combined with HD from the social sciences and development studies. We thereby complement 
the technological-material focused CE model that is primarily based on principles of industrial ecology 
and engineering. We utilize the existing ‘circular humansphere concept to articulate the incorporation 
of HD into the discussion of CE. By bringing in explicit links with HD, we pursue a double aim: First, to 
raise awareness and understanding among the CE research community of the missing human dimension 
in current CE discourse, and second, to familiarise the international development community with the 
approaches of CE. This will advance the options for adopting CE practices in international development 
programmes and for the process of implementing the social SDGs concerning HD such as SDG 1, 3, 4, 5, 
and 10. Finally, we hope that this CE and HD framework can contribute to the resolution of environmen-
tal and developmental issues.
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They bring together the totality and benefits of the combined approach in the following figure164: 

 

Figure	32:	A combined approach of Circular Economy and Human Development

At r3.0, we included the “Circular Humansphere” discussion due to critiques of the Circular Economy for 
falling short on addressing the role of humans in the creation of cyclical approaches. Our sense is that 
there still is a need to expand how we address the human angle of value that is more holistic and ground-
ed in lived experience, at the individual level but also at the organizational and sectoral level as well as 
the systemic level. This is what chapter 2 addressed in depth and why we also included a subchapter on 
intrinsic value, see subchapter 2.7.

3.3. THERMODYNAMIC	ACCOUNTING

…we need fundamental understanding of how our systems are bound to thermodynamics, 
to create effective policies which preserve the systemic thresholds that represent our values.

Martin Veening 2020165 

The notion of a circular economy needs to square with the laws of thermodynamics – a blindspot that has 
been pointed out in several contexts. In a 2018 Ecological Economics piece, the authors state that 

  [a]ccording to the second law of thermodynamics, all spontaneous processes are irreversible and as-
sociated with an increase in entropy. It follows that in a real implementation of the [Circular Economy] 
concept, one would either have to deviate from the perfect reversibility in order to generate an entro-
py increase by generating waste, which would ultimately amount to still having parts of the economy 
which follow a linear scheme, or enormous amounts of energy would be required (from which a signif-
icant part would be dissipated in order to for the total entropy to increase).16 
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The European Academies’ Science Advisory Council (EASAC) came to a similar conclusion three years 
earlier: 

  Recovery and recycling of materials that have been dispersed through pollution, waste and end-of-life 
product disposal require energy and resources, which increase in a nonlinear manner as the percent-
age of recycled material rises (owing to the second law of thermodynamics: entropy causing disper-
sion). Recovery can never be 100% (Faber et al., 1987).167 

More recently, the P2P Foundation published a book entitled P2P Accounting for Planetary Survival: 
Towards a P2P Infrastructure for a Socially-Just Circular Society that also weighs in on the intersection of 
circularity and thermodynamics.168 It identifies three essential socio-technical requirements for resolving 
circularity with thermodynamics:

•  We need open and shared supply chains to instantiate a permacircular economy,169 so that all the play-
ers in the ecosystem can plan and coordinate their production and distribution activities. The circular 
economy refers to ‘circular’ production systems, where the output of one process becomes the input 
for another, thereby drastically reducing waste. The ‘perma’ qualifier refers to the need to stabilize the 
growth of our usage of matter and energy so as to make these processes sustainable over the long 
term. The limit to material growth has been calculated to be a maximum of one percent per year.170 

•  We need shared accounting systems and distributed ‘ecosystemic’ ledgers, so that value streams can 
be exchanged. These systems need to allow permissionless contributions, and need to reward these 
contributions in a fair way.

•  The open and shared accounting systems also need to reflect an integrated or ‘holistic’ knowledge 
of the actual ‘metabolic streams,’ i.e., thermodynamic flows of matter and energy, and create a con-
text-based sustainability for all the players in the ecosystem. What this means is that the limits to the 
usage of resources should be directly visible in the ecosystems that create and distribute the particular 
product and service. Solutions for this will be discussed in our third chapter. As James Gien Wong ex-
plains: “Here we have the concept of localizing planetary boundaries down to a granular level. There 
should be thresholds that signal that a value exchange is coming close to exceeding a regional bound-
ary. We need to have multi-scale set points alert us that we are within acceptable ecological footprint 
boundaries.”

Two years before, the P2P Foundation published a pair of reports on Peer to Peer and the Commons: a 
path towards transition – A matter, energy and thermodynamic perspective. The first of these reports, subtitled 
Towards an economy that is embedded in, and recognizes, the limitations of our natural world, included a brief 
but powerful Preface by James Quilligan that warrants inclusion in its entirety for our purposes:

The Commons movement is facing a challenge: to articulate the optimum rate at which a resource can be har-
vested or used without damaging its ability to replenish itself.

No major civilization has EVER practiced carrying capacity as a basis for political and economic self-gov-
ernance; carrying capacity has only succeeded in small communities. Of course, we know this from the 
modern Ostrom view of the commons; but Ostrom never put her finger on the pulse of carrying	capacity	
as	the	self-organizing	principle	between	a	species	and	its	environment. Nor has the commons movement 
recognized the importance of an	empirical	way	of	measuring	the	metabolism	of	society through the co-
operative activities of people using resources to meet their biological needs.
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  In other words, Ostrom and the commons movement have yet to define the dynamic equilibrium 
which they seek as the balance between two opposing forces – population and resources – which 
continually counteract each other. Instead, the commons movement is more focused on counteracting 
the Market and the State than on measuring	the	replenishment	of	renewable	and	non-renewable	re-
sources	and	managing	them	to	sustain	their	yield. In short, the commons movement does not seem to 
be producing alternative	indicators	for	the	production	and	provisioning	which	can	be	used	to	guide	
policy.

  The book Secular Cycles, by Peter Turchin and Sergey Nefedov, made me realize that the commons, 
as Ostrom viewed it and as others are now envisioning it, is too informal and small-scale to work in a 
way	that	establishes	empirical	targets	that	will	bring	down	exponential	growth	to	arithmetic	growth	
levels; and thus organizing society according to the dynamic equilibrium between population and the 
availability of food, water and energy. Instead, what we get in the commons movement is a general 
opposition to quantitative	analysis because it reminds people too much of the metrics of unbridled 
capitalism.

  My point is that if we don’t know how to develop evidence-based policy for a soft landing toward a 
reasonable level of subsistence — and I’ve seen very little of this in the commons movement — then I 
don’t know how we expect to create a long-term system for meeting human needs through sustaina-
ble yields. I	would	hope	that	the	commons	movement	begins	to	create	the	basis	for	a	viable	new	so-
ciety	by	actually	focusing	on	the	optimum	rate	at	which	a	resource	can	be	harvested	or	used	without	
damaging	its	ability	to	replenish	itself.	That	would	be	something.

  Let me put this in more structural terms. First,	the	carrying	capacity	rate	for	renewable	resources	
follows	a	carefully	guided	policy	of	maintenance	and	sustenance	to	ensure	that	resources	are	replen-
ished	sustainably	in	meeting	the	needs	of	people in the present. This requires that social policies are 
made more equitable to ensure that everyone’s needs are met. Meanwhile, the needs of people in the 
future are in no jeopardy, so long as renewable resources continue to be replenished and provisioned 
within their carrying capacity. Hence, the carrying capacity rate of renewables is geared toward mar-
ket coefficients for provisioning resources, goods and services for people at the current time, and will 
continue to be sustainable far into the future. This carrying capacity rate, based on renewable resourc-
es, in no way precludes (in fact, should be accompanied with) the creation of taxes toward a universal 
basic income and for maintenance of renewable resources.

 	Second,	the	carrying	capacity	rates	of	non-renewable	resources	are	much	more	challenging	and	must	
be	treated	very	differently.	Society	must	decide	scientifically	how	much	non-renewable	resources	
to	use	in	the	present	and	how	much	to	save	for	the	future. By guaranteeing that valuable resources 
will be ‘left in the ground’ or put away securely into a tamperproof lockbox, as it were, this formula 
has a benefit which, in	one	way,	is	similar	to	how	gold	used	to	function	as	a	guarantee	of	reserve	
asset	values	and	as	a	disciplining	measure	for	currency	exchange	rates. Since a certain percentage 
of non-renewables are held in strict reserve for future generations, adherence to this process cre-
ates a value which is entirely *independent of the market* and is based on a relative scarcity index 
of non-renewable resources. This fraction (how much non-renewables to use for people now / how 
much non-renewables to set aside for people in the future) provides for a fixed and stable monetary 
rate that is tailor-made for the valuation of currency in the present.
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  In a society which is facing net energy loss and steep declines in non-renewable resources, this would 
be an extremely stable, strong, treasured, desired, sacrosanct and entirely non-marketized value. In-
stead of looking at productivity indices, commodity market rates, price inflation or unemployment 
indicators, monetary economists really ought to be turning their attention to the long-term carrying 
capacity of the planet’s non-renewables and their sustainability rates. I am in no way suggesting that 
the world should return to a gold standard; but to	generate	a	system	in	which	currency	values	are	
fixed	to	a	meaningful	measure	of	non-renewable	resources,	similar	in	some	ways	to	the	way	that	gold	
used	to	function. If this is done, the correlation of ecological sustainability with monetary sustainabil-
ity will become a primary way of steering the world’s economy on a middle path between exponential 
growth and arithmetic growth, ensuring the sustenance and safely of society during a period of eco-
nomic decline.

  It’s sobering to realize how very recent the concept of sustainability actually is. It’s also dismaying 
to see how blurred this idea has become since the Brundtland Commission popularized the idea in 
1987. Now, Céline Piques and Xavier Rizos have accomplished what countless other writers on sus-
tainability	have	failed	to	do	for	the	past	thirty	years:	to	decontextualize	sustainability	away	from	the	
marketplace	by	untangling	the	key	differences	between	the	First,	Second	and	Third	Law	of	Thermo-
dynamics. In this major contribution to the field, Piques and Rizos elevate the topic of sustainability 
beyond the broken mechanisms of supply and demand and mistaken interpretations of how negentro-
py counteracts or slows entropy. This highly readable report establishes a new baseline for economics 
within the commons, redefining sustainability as a fundamental measure of the material and energy 
resources that are available for meeting the needs of a given population. It’s a most excellent begin-
ning.171  

Assessing this P2P Foundation input on thermodynamic accounting, Working Group member Martijn 
Veening proposed the following heuristic: 

1.  Our linear economy is unsustainable, so we need circularity instead of linearity,
2. but thermodynamics states that we always will have some linearity, with circularity,
3. so it’s not about ‘circular instead of linear’, it’s about their proportionality.
4. If we include the fractality of systems, the dynamic can be understood as a metabolism
5.  Technically, the systems at hand are fractal/hierarchical structures of subsystems (Markov blankets) 

that produce entropy, up to some saturation level. They ‘feed’ on the saturation of their lower coun-
terparts, and escalate entropy ‘upwards’, so to say. These subsystems emerge and saturate (‘die’) con-
stantly, at every fractal level in time and space. Every organic structure that we can recognize as such 
(bacteria, an organ, an organism, an ecosystem, our economy) works like this. Sort of ‘upward recycling 
of entropy’.

 a.  It is important to know that, next to saturation itself, (sub)systems also tend to elevate their satu-
ration levels. This is actually what we call ‘growth’. And saturation is what we call ‘aging’. Important 
technical difference!!!

 b.  Any (sub)system plays the game of tuning the proportionalities of all these saturation speeds and 
saturation-ceiling (continuous fractal alignment). (Technically, there are strange attractors within 
these non-linear thermodynamics, which keep the system falling upwards to higher local maximae of 
entropy production. To us this looks like the emergence of order, and some call it the 3rd law of thermo-
dynamics, but it is actually 1st and 2nd law + nonlinear dynamics/chaos-theory + statistical mechanics). 
It comes down to the fact that efficient proportionalities in the system will prolong the ultimate 
saturation process (sustainability!!).

 c.  The linear aspect in ultimo will always be the energy of the sun, that systems on earth try to dissi-
pate as efficiently as possible.
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6.  So, again, it is not about circular instead of linear, or adding thermodynamics (by just accepting linear 
aspects), but it’s about proportionality of saturation rates/ceiling between all fractal levels.

7.  Any system plays its own optimization game, but we humans can learn to ‘tune’ some of these rates, 
to keep some of these proportionalities	in	alignment	with	our	values.

8.  This requires understanding, metrics, and policies concerning the nonlinear thermodynamics of en-
tropy production. Translated to our real world, this requires identifying where entropy actually takes 
place, per domain (natural, socio-economic, technological, etc). 

 a.  In finance, it explains the emergence of High Frequency Trading, for example, and the trend to-
wards passive investing.

 b.  In IT, it explains the exponential growth of data and traffic, and the emergence of supercompanies 
such as Google and Facebook

 c.  In logistics, it explains the globalization of supply chains, and increasing consumption and waste
 d. In social sciences, it explains the skewing distribution/concentration of wealth
9.  With some basic proportionality metrics, we could already identify runaway saturation processes, and 

runaway saturation ceilings, as soon as we define the systemically healthy proportionality-thresholds.
10.  And (back to our mission) these proportionality-thresholds can be mapped to our values!

So, in short: we need fundamental understanding of how our systems are bound to thermodynamics, to create 
effective policies which preserve the systemic thresholds that represent our values.172 

3.4. BIOREGIONAL	CIRCULATION

Humanity urgently needs to create developmental pathways for the emergence of regional-scale economic 
systems that work in harmonious ways with the ecosystems within them. We need supply chains that “close 
the loops” in ecological terms by avoiding the creation of waste beyond the ability for it to be reincorporated 
by nature while also maintaining adequate regenerative capacities for the raw materials that must be grown 
to keep them circulating. To create bioregional economies we need to design for the selection mechanisms 
that stabilize social systems around functional landscapes like watersheds and mountain ranges, coastal 

estuaries and islands. This means the financial signals and social interactions among people will need to have 
meaningful boundaries at these ecological scales.

Joe Brewer, 2019173 

In his 2015 paper Regenerative Capitalism: How Universal Principles and Patterns Will Shape Our New 
Economy, Capital Institute Founder John Fullerton introduced eight Principles of Regenerative Econom-
ics, including four Principles relevant to our inquiry:

 	Robust	Circulatory	Flow: Just as human health depends on the robust circulation of oxygen, nutrients, 
etc., so too does economic health depend on robust circulatory flows of money, information, resourc-
es, and goods and services to support exchange, flush toxins, and nourish every cell at every level of 
our human networks. The circulation of money and information and the efficient use and reuse of 
materials are particularly critical to individuals, businesses, and economies reaching their regenerative 
potential.

 
 	Honors	Community	and	Place: Each human community consists of a mosaic of peoples, traditions, 

beliefs, and institutions uniquely shaped by long-term pressures of geography, human history, culture, 
local environment, and changing human needs. Honoring this fact, a Regenerative Economy nurtures 
healthy and resilient communities and regions, each one uniquely informed by the essence of its indi-
vidual history and place.  
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  	Views	Wealth	Holistically: True wealth is not merely money in the bank. It must be defined and man-
aged in terms of the well-being of the whole, achieved through the harmonization of multiple kinds of 
wealth or capital, including social, cultural, living, and experiential. It must also be defined by a broadly 
shared prosperity across all of these varied forms of capital. The whole is only as strong as the weakest 
link.

  Seeks Balance: Being in balance is more than just a nice way to be; it is actually essential to systemic 
health. Like a unicycle rider, regenerative systems are always engaged in this delicate dance in search 
of balance. Achieving it requires that they harmonize multiple variables instead of optimizing single 
ones. A Regenerative Economy seeks to balance: efficiency and resilience; collaboration and competi-
tion; diversity and coherence; and small, medium, and large organizations and needs.174 

 

Figure	33:	8 Principles of a Regenerative Economy175 

Honing these Principles down as they apply to our purposes, we see a case for applying a regenerative 
economy at a bioregional basis, drawing on the Principles of Robust Circulatory Flow and Honors Commu-
nity and Place in particular. The Capital Institute is pursuing this goal through its Regenerative Communi-
ties Network.176 This is the most logical scale for instantiating value cycles, we believe.

Specifically, many natural cycles function at the bioregional level. For example, the water cycle functions 
on a bioregional basis, with precipitation, water flows, and evaporation bounded by the geography of 
the watershed. Rain that falls atop a mountain may flow into one watershed to one side, and another 
watershed to another, thus creating a border defined not by arbitrary power politics, but rather by natural 
processes. This is one example of Robust Circulatory Flow. The logic of bioregionalism is to align other value 
flows to this scale and scope defined by nature, enabling similarly robust circulation.

Similarly, promoting Bioregional Circulation enacts the Principle of Honoring Community and Place, as val-
ue circulation centers on the communities bounded by the bioregion. Whereas other value flows can be 
disconnected from place, bioregional value flows honor place by definition. In addition to being defined by 
natural processes, so too are bioregions defined by place-based cultural identities and values. Bioregional 
Circulation honors this place-based, community-based definition of value creation.
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The Regenerative Principle of Views Wealth Holistically aligns tightly with the inquiry of this Blueprint, 
which calls for a more expansive (holistic) definition of value, beyond the denotations and connotations 
fixated on financial wealth as the primary determinant of value. One expression of holistic wealth (and 
value) is to recognize its inherent connection to specific spaces from whence the value derives, sourced 
both from natural and cultural origins. 

Finally, Bioregional Circulation Seeks Balance in the cycles that are native to the area. This balance applies 
to natural and cultural systems. Unbalanced systems tend toward brittleness that heighten vulnerability; 
systems that seek balance, on the other hand, tend toward resilience and regeneration. For example, 
cultural domination creates imbalances that disturb the regional resilience; cultural diversity and justice 
create balance between expressions that allow for value to flow from a plethora of sources.

3.5. CYCLICAL	ECONOMY

Regenerative economies are built on nested, fractal relationships across many levels, ranging from individual 
human beings, their families and communities to their regions, countries, global civilization, and the biosphere 

as a whole. While each subcomponent can be seen as a “whole,” they can never be viewed as separate. 
Instead, since all levels are interdependent, to whittle away at the health of the small-scale economies and 

ecosystems is to undermine the health of the larger ones as well.
John Fullerton, 2015177 

The preceding discussion establishes the logical maturation from Value Chains through the Circular Econ-
omy to a culminating assertion of a Cyclical Economy as the means of creating System Value. We see a 
Cyclical Economy also being a Sustainable and Regenerative Economy that operates within the carrying 
capacities of the multiple capitals, and within the thermodynamic demands of dynamic equilibrium be-
tween a population and the resource thresholds for meeting its needs, on a bioregional basis.

As Martijn Veening stated in the Virtual Dialogue, the value of a Cyclical Economy would be in creating 
“stable feedback-loops that preserve proportionality.” He expounded:

  this is a false dichotomy: both circular and linear aspects are integrated scale aspects of a fractal	
economy (ecosystem, any complex-adaptive system). That rephrases the issue at hand to (multidimen-
sional) proportionality within this fractal structure. Most ‘issues’ can then be reduced to compromised 
feedback-loops (that maintain ‘healthy’ proportionality), which allow for local run-away processes that 
threaten this proportionality.

  We must realize that perhaps we have ‘diverged’ only very slightly from ‘healthy proportionality’ (still 
in place 100 years ago, 500 years?): perhaps	we	actually	see	lots	of	unwanted	subtle	butterfly	effects,	
instead	of	a	staggeringly	failed	linear	economic	system.

  Maintaining proportionality of the dynamics in the fractal economy allows for a slow and resilient 
thermodynamic saturation process at the global (ecological/economic) scale.

   Again, at some point the global superorganism will saturate (die), but we can make sure it can grow old 
in full health.178 
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Linear, circular, cyclical, and spiral dynamics179 are interdependent, Veening points out. Which of these 
dynamics is most readily apparent depends largely on the scale of analysis. He uses the example of a tree 
to illustrate this point. At a timescale measured in days, a tree’s dynamics appear linear:

•  water is consumed from the soil by the roots, and ultimately evaporates at the opposite endpoints in 
the air (through its leaves);

•  minerals are consumed from the soil by the roots, and are used for growth of itself, and its seeds/buds, 
which leave the tree);

• light from the sun is being consumed through photosynthesis

Step a few steps back, and we see a seasonal cycle where a tree’s development seems circular: it buds in 
the Spring, leafs into active growth in the Summer, ceases this growth in the Fall, and goes dormant in the 
Winter. Scale back from this “flat” (or two-dimensional) perspective to a more three-dimensional perspec-
tive by adding the arrow of time, demonstrates the expansion of the circular cycle each year, evidenced 
by the tree rings visible in a cross-cut section of a tree trunk. 

 

Figure	34: Linear, Circular, Cyclical, and Spiral Dynamics in Tree Growth180 

If we scope back even further, Veening points out, those linear dynamics become cyclical as well: 

  When zooming out far enough, the linear water-dynamic will start to look like a cyclical dynamic: 
clouds - rain - rivers/groundwater/sea - usage (by organic life, etc) - evaporation - clouds. This holds 
for the minerals as well, of course. The light-source can be considered truly linear, though from our 
point of view, sunlight can be considered an “infinite resource.”

Viewed from this perspective, what matters most is the proportional and fractal interdependence be-
tween these various scales, not the “picture” that’s snapped at any individual scale. The problem with our 
economic system, Veening suggests, is that it judges value as a snapshot, not a motion picture. “It fully 
depends on the arbitrary line that one draws around some piece of reality,” Veening states. “It’s all relative, 
as Einstein established.”
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The problem with our existing economic system is that it measures value by contracting the scale and 
scope of consideration. Algorithmic investment now executes trades at millisecond rates, essentially gen-
erating “value” off the differentials of microscopic price fluctuations.  And corporate executives, who 
dance to the tune of institutional investors, now measure performance on a quarterly basis. And wealth 
increasingly pools upward, such that the richest man in the world, Jeff Bezos, has a net worth of $139 
billion, a sum so staggeringly large that it literally takes major effort to wrap your head around it. 

To give some sense of proportion, software developer Matt Korostoff created a website that displays a 
line graph of Bezos’ wealth, in increments of $500 million per screen, which take about 40 seconds on 
constant sideways scrolling to encompass such wealth. For example, the wealth of Goldman Sachs CEO 
David Solomon ($50 million) flashes past in the blink of an eye. It takes much longer to scroll past the 
annual cost of chemotherapy for all cancer patients ($9 billion). By contrast, the Website points out that 
in 2018

 Jeff Bezos made $9 billion in about 40 days.181  

This situation is clearly transgresses any sense of healthy proportionality. John Fullerton agrees that re-
generative economies ultimately display fractal characteristics: 

  Regenerative economies are built on nested, fractal relationships across many levels, ranging from 
individual human beings, their families and communities to their regions, countries, global civilization, 
and the biosphere as a whole. While each subcomponent can be seen as a “whole,” they can never be 
viewed as separate. Instead, since all levels are interdependent, to whittle away at the health of the 
small-scale economies and ecosystems is to undermine the health of the larger ones as well.182 

This notion of fractal cycles returns us to Holling, who notes that Adaptive Cycles apply at different 
nested scales that interact dynamically, in what he describes as “Panarchy.” It warrants quoting Holling at 
length again, and including Figure 35 on fractally nested Adaptive Cycles that form a Parnarchy. 

  A	panarchy	is	a	representation	of	a	hierarchy	as	a	nested	set	of	adaptive	cycles. The functioning of 
those cycles and the communication between them determines the sustainability of a system…

The adaptive cycle ... transforms hierarchies from fixed static structures to dynamic, adaptive entities 
whose levels are sensitive to small disturbances at the transition from growth to collapse (the Ω phase) 
and the transition from reorganization to rapid growth (the α phase). At other times, the processes are 
stable and robust, constraining the lower levels and immune to the buzz of noise from small and faster 
processes. It is at the two-phase transitions between gradual and rapid change and vice versa that the 
large and slow entities become sensitive to change from the small and fast ones.

However, the structural, top-down aspect of hierarchies has tended to dominate theory and application, 
reinforced by the standard dictionary definition of hierarchy as a system of vertical authority and control. 
Therefore, the dynamic and adaptive nature of such nested structures has tended to be lost. 

It is certainly true that slower and larger levels set the conditions within which faster and smaller ones 
function. Thus, a forest stand moderates the climate within the stand to narrow the range of temperatures 
experienced by its individuals constituents. Similarly, cultures of different people establish norms that 
guide the actions of human individuals. But this representation has no way of accounting for the dynamics 
of each level as symbolized in the four-phase cycle of birth, growth and maturation, death, and renewal.
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This adaptive cycle captures in a heuristic fashion the engine that periodically generates the variability and 
novelty upon which experimentation depends. As a consequence of the periodic, but transient, phases of 
creative destruction (Ω stage) and renewal (α stage), each level of a system’s structure and processes can be 
reorganized. This reshuffling in the back loop of the cycle allows the possibility of new system configurations 
and opportunities utilizing the exotic and entirely novel entrants that had accumulated in earlier phases. 
The	adaptive	cycle	opens	transient	windows	of	opportunity	so	that	novel	assortments	can	be	generated. 

For organisms, those novel entrants are mutated genes or, for some bacteria, exotic genes that are transferred 
occasionally between species. For ecosystems, the novel entrants are exotic, potentially invasive species or 
species “in the wings” waiting for more appropriate conditions. For economic systems, these novel entrants 
are inventions, creative ideas, and innovative people. The	adaptive	cycle	explicitly	 initiates	a	slow	period	
of	growth	during	which	mutations,	invasions,	and	inventions	can	accumulate,	followed	by	a	briefer	period	
when	they	undergo	rearrangements.	This	process	can	occur	periodically	within	each	hierarchical	level,	in	a	
way	that	partially	isolates	the	resulting	experiments,	reducing	the	risk	to	the	integrity	of	the	whole	structure. 

The	organization	and	functions	that	form	biological,	ecological,	and	human	systems	can	therefore	be	
viewed	as	a	nested	set	of	four-phase	adaptive	cycles. Within these cycles, there are opportunities for 
periodic reshuffling within levels, which maintain adaptive opportunity, while simple interactions across 
levels maintain integrity. One major difference among biological, ecological, and human systems is the 
way that inventions are accumulated and transferred over time…

The panarchy is a representation of the ways in which a healthy social-ecological system can invent and 
experiment, benefiting from inventions that create opportunity while it is kept safe from those that dest-
abilize the system because of their nature or excessive exuberance. Each level is allowed to operate at 
its own pace, protected from above by slower, larger levels but invigorated from below by faster, smaller 
cycles of innovation. The	whole	panarchy	 is	therefore	both	creative	and	conserving.	The	 interactions	
between	cycles	in	a	panarchy	combine	learning	with	continuity.

This process can serve to clarify the meaning of “sustainable development”. Sustainability is the capacity 
to	create,	test,	and	maintain	adaptive	capability.	Development	is	the	process	of	creating,	testing,	and	
maintaining	opportunity.	The	phrase	that	combines	the	two,	“sustainable	development”,	therefore	refers	
to	the	goal	of	fostering	adaptive	capabilities	while	simultaneously	creating	opportunities.	It	is	therefore	
not	an	oxymoron	but	a	term	that	describes	a	logical	partnership.183   

       

Figure	35: Panarchical Connections 

A Cyclical Economy is thus built on Panarchies of fractally nested Adaptive Cycles that tap into the sym-
biotic relationship of Sustainable Development.
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4. VALUE	CYCLES

All models are wrong, but some are useful.
George Box, 1978185

 
The Working Group for this Blueprint grappled deeply with the question of how best to synthesize the 
exploration of value with the exploration of cycles. How do we define value? What is the difference be-
tween value and values (if any)? Does value flow in lines, circles, cycles, or spirals (or all of the above)? Is 
value actually woven in webs, networks, systems?
 
The conclusion is that none of these various synthesis models was wrong, but that some were more right 
than others -- or, to riff on George Box’s aphorism, more useful. A decade after uttering this statement at 
a statistics workshop, Box expanded upon his original formulation thus:
 
  ... all models are approximations. Essentially, all models are wrong, but some are useful. However, the 

approximate nature of the model must always be borne in mind....186

 
So the question arises, how do we make our model of Value Cycles a useful approximation of reality? 
The answer to this question intersects with r3.0’s fundamental Blueprint methodology: identify current 
practice and ambition, as compared to necessary ambition, scientifically and ethically speaking, and figure 
out how best to fill the gap between. r3.0 Blueprints essentially explore the is / ought equation, seeking 
to follow Frederick Douglass’ dictum to “remove the contradictions.”
 
So perhaps the best way to identify the most useful model is to identify the models that current practice 
and ambition employ, and distinguish them from the model that best approximates our normative ideal – 
a state of is / ought equivalence.
 
Interestingly, the syntheses with most support from Working Group members were Value Cycles and Value 
Systems. Instead of choosing one over the other, might we be able to synthesize these syntheses? That is 
precisely what we explore in this chapter, first by proposing such a meta-synthesis, and secondly, by inte-
grating the thesis of this Blueprint into the ecosystem of our previous Blueprints to continue deepening 
the holistic perspective of r3.0 for creating a Regenerative & Distributive Economy & Society.
 
4.1. SYSTEMS	+	VALUE	+	CYCLES	→	REGENERATION	&	THRIVEABILITY
 

‘System value’ is a method of measuring the impact of clean energy policies and solutions in a holistic way.
Vestas Wind Systems CEO Henrik Andersen, 2020187
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When the CEO of a major wind turbine manufacturer embraces the term System Value, it can either 
signals a significant mindset shift, or else the beginning of the co-opting (and diluting) of a term by big 
business. Most likely, it’s a bit of both. On the former front, this use of the term by the chair of the Elec-
tricity Industry Action Group in a World Economic Forum article represents a recognition of the systemic 
nature of value, an expansion beyond the more limited spheres of shareholder value and shared value. 
On the latter, however, nothing in the article indicates adherence to the Future Fit Business Benchmark’s 
original definition of System Value, which stipulates a “Requirement for Society” that constitutes “System 
Conditions defining the thresholds within which society must operate to protect the possibility of a flour-
ishing future.”188

 

Figure	36:	Mindset Shift or Co-opted Term?189

 

So, the notion of System Value currently swivels on the opportunity/risk axis whereby it can help steer 
toward a paradigm shift in cognitive conceptualization (and linked behavior and action) and it can fuel 
what Alex Steffen calls “Predatory Delay,” or “the blocking or slowing of needed change, in order to make 
money off unsustainable, unjust systems in the meantime.”190 The business incumbency typically has more 
power to leverage than more grassroots efforts to maintain linguistic integrity, which heightens the stakes 
for insulating such terminology from capture.
 
One way to bolster the conceptual resilience is to anchor it in a conceptual ecosystem. For example, one 
way to make the notion of System Value more dynamic is to add the arrow of time, whereby value is cre-
ated across systems ongoingly – or cyclically – thereby integrating the notion of Value Cycles:
 

System Value + Value Cycles = System Value Cycles
 
This configuration of System Value Cycles aligns with the thrust of the Regenerative Economy, which 
takes a living systems approach to value circulation at fractal scales. And value that is systemic and cyclical 
leads to flourishing ecosystems and social systems, or what some call Thriveability.191

 
To further explore this synthesis, we appeal to the existing ecosystem of r3.0 Blueprints, which are all 
grounded in reconciling is / ought contradictions.
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4.2. SYNTHESIZING	SYSTEM	VALUE	CYCLES	INTO	THE	R3.0	WORK	ECOSYSTEM
 
r3.0 built its Work Ecosystem on its first generation of Blueprints on Reporting, Accounting, Data, and New 
Business Models, released in 2017 and 2018. These Blueprints laid the foundational pillars of the infra-
structure for necessary transformation to a Regenerative and Distributive Economy. The Transformation 
Journey Blueprint created a “first floor” that tied the four pillars together into a synthesis statement, which 
serves r3.0 as the core curriculum for our Transformation Journey Program – and its Redesign for Resil-
ience & Regeneration via Customized Education for Transformation (Re-CET) virtual component. 
 
The Value Cycles Blueprint is the second of four second-generation Blueprints that frame a “second story” 
to the existing edifice (being developed in tandem with the Sustainable Finance Blueprint). The two further 
second-generation Blueprints cover Educational Transformation and Systemic Governance & Funding.
 
Rounding out the Work Ecosystem, r3.0 has developed a triangle of “tests” for economic system trans-
formation: Honor Rightsholders (to transcend Stakeholders); Respect Sustainability Thresholds & Alloca-
tions; Implement “True” Measures of Costs, Benefits, Prices, Compensation, and Taxes.
 
This chapter views the ideas advanced thus far in the Value Cycles Blueprint through the lens of r3.0 Work 
Ecosystem, to interweave these works.
 
4.2.1. REPORTING,	ACCOUNTING,	DATA	&	NEW	BUSINESS	MODELS	BLUEPRINTS
 
In this subchapter, we look at the four first-generation Blueprints as they relate to the theme of this Value 
Cycles Blueprint.
 
Reporting	Blueprint
 
The 2017 Reporting Blueprint was the first Blueprint released by r3.0, and so established the signature 
backcasting approach of assessing the existing state of practice and ambition in organizational perfor-
mance reporting, and compared that to the normative ideal of reporting necessary to achieve a Regen-
erative & Distributive Economy (or what is referred to in the Blueprint as a “Green, Inclusive & Open” 
Economy in deference to more mainstream terminology.)
 
This Blueprint introduced three important tools in the r3.0 toolbox that are relevant in the Value Cycles 
context:
 
Strategy	Continuum	→	Maturation	Matrix
 
The Reporting Blueprint created a typology of strategies and approaches to pursue progress on economic, 
social, and environmental performance. To map and track such progress, the Blueprint introduced the r3.0 
Strategy	Continuum.
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Figure	37: r3.0 Strategy Continuum192

 

In the process of drafting the Value Cycles Blueprint, drawing on our experience of applying the Strategy 
Continuum (including with pilot companies such as BT), we at r3.0 reassessed the Strategy Continuum 
with an eye toward revamping it based on our learnings. As part of this revision process, we renamed it 
the r3.0	Maturation	Matrix, in recognition that the tool has much more broad applicability beyond just 
strategy assessment: what the matrix really supports is envisioning maturation pathways to Regenerative 
and Thriveable individuals, organizations, sectors, portfolios, bioregions, economies, societies, and cul-
tures.
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Figure	38:	r3.0 Maturation Matrix

 

Four Stages and Five Scales of Transformation
 
“Under the hood” of the name change are a number of key shifts in other elements:
 
•  Horizontal	Axis	–	Four	Stages: The Strategy Continuum had five stages (Business-as-Usual, Improving, 

Sustaining, Regenerating, Thriving). The Maturation Matrix recognizes the overarching binary distinc-
tion (a dividing line) between Unsustainable and Sustainable performance and outcomes, with the re-
maining four phase classification nested in two’s on either side of the dividing line (Degenerative and 
Improving on the Unsustainable side of the ledger; Regenerative and Thriveable on the Sustainable side.)

•  Vertical	Axis	–	Five	Scales: The Strategy Continuum included three levels of scale to five levels: Micro, 
Meso, and Macro. The Maturation Matrix adds one scale below (Nano) to characterize the individual 
level, and one scale above (Supra) to encompass the existential level. To achieve the Transformative 
outcomes labeled on the horizontal axis requires interwoven development amongst the various scales 
(Scale-Linking,193 in our new vertical axis labeling) to trigger the evolutionary development of natu-
ral selection that’s transcalar (a dynamic known as Multilevel Selection194 in evolutionary biology). It 
should be noted that Scale-Linking and Multilevel Selection both align with Panarchy, which is ener-
gized by the dynamic interaction between Adaptive Cycles across scales.
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To demonstrate how these scales and stages apply to real-world instances, we mapped activities, doc-
trines, and dynamics into the cells of the matrix as follows:
 

 

Figure	39:	4 Stages and 5 Scales of Transformation

 

The value of the Maturation Matrix to the Value Cycles Blueprint is to enable us to map the maturation 
pathways outlined in the Value and Cycles Chapters. This mapping is provisional, for demonstration pur-
poses, and is not intended as a definitive mapping. Indeed, when we performed a similar exercise of provi-
sional mapping in a Medium article, we ended up in deep discussions with members of the r3.0 ecosystem 
suggesting different mapping placements and criteria.195 So, our intention is not to suggest “the final 
word” with the above mapping, but rather to stimulate further thinking about how practices, approaches, 
and interventions develop across the continuum and scales of the Maturation Matrix.
 
Integral	Materiality	Process
 
The Reporting Blueprint also introduced the r3.0 Integral Materiality Process (IMP) to counter the short-
comings of all existing materiality processes, which pay no heed to thresholds (as one example) and gives 
short shrift to the multiple capitals. The IMP applies a Deming Wheel approach, which is of course cy-
clical in nature, with the Plan phase encompassing the traditional scope of materiality (while introducing 
a context-based approach consistent with the approach advocated by the United Nations)196 while the 
subsequent three phases (Do, Check, Act) extrapolate the steps companies would need to take to deliver 
on the transformative potential of the process at increasing levels of scale. In this way, the IMP already 
applied a “System Value Cycles” logic.
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Figure	40: r3.0 Integral Materiality Process

 

Accounting	Blueprint
 
The 2018 Accounting Blueprint proposed a harmonization of the currently-siloed accounting disciplines of 
Management Accounting, Financial Accounting, and Sustainability Accounting into Integrated Accounting 
encompassing internalizations and externalizations in the past, present, and future. (See Figure	41)
 

Figure	41:	Integrated Accounting
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The Accounting Blueprint also introduced a stocks-and-flows approach to accounting (borrowing from the 
systems dynamics discipline) for value cycling, tracked through multicapital Profit & Loss Statements and 
Balance Sheets as well as a Statement of Future Risk & Opportunity.
 

Figure	42:	Accounting Blueprint Synopsis of Formats

 

The Value Cycles Blueprint adds a vital dimension of Thermodynamic Accounting to the r3.0 Work Ecosys-
tem for future integration into the Accounting Blueprint. The Value Cycles Blueprint’s third chapter on Cy-
cles helps to better understand the longer-term implications for the accounts and accounting procedures. 
Aspects like depreciation in a profit/loss account when most capitals are kept in cyclical equilibrium, or 
the simple question how to read a balance sheet when all assets are shared (as one part of reducing the 
footprint in circularity strategies) become vital. The longer-term ‘Statement of Risk & Opportunity’ would 
be a great way to better understand System Value Creation.
 
Data Blueprint
 
The 2017 Data Blueprint summarized its recommendations in the Integral Data Flowchart that tracks the 
cyclical flow of data from both inside and outside the organization, across the multiple capitals, to assess 
if performance respects fair, just, and proportionate allocations of responsibility for complying with eco-
logical, social, and economic thresholds. In other words, if performance fall on the sustainable or unsus-
tainable side of the divide. This approach enables performance benchmarking, disaggregation of data to 
external sources at the meso level (of industry sectors, investment portfolios, and bioregional habitats) to 
ultimately assess System Value Creation. And note the arrows atop and below the figure, indicating the 
cyclical flow of data, in keeping with the cyclical flow of vital capital resources.
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Figure	43:	Integral Data Flowchart for Evaluating System Value Creation197

 

New Business Model Blueprint
 
The 2018 New Business Model Blueprint looked at current research and design thinking for sustainable 
business models. We recognized that there is little to no literature on backcasting, which restricts design 
thinking from the idea of the ‘Regenerative & Distributive Economy’ and doesn’t allow to bridge between 
an existing economy and what’s necessary. The New Business Model Blueprint therefore offered a set of 
Principles, a generic Flowchart (see below), using outcomes of earlier Blueprints and a Template for busi-
ness model designers. It has been the place where we anticipated transformation to happen. We think 
it still supports the development of new business models fit for Regenerative & Distributive Economy.
 

Figure	44:	The New Business Models Flowchart
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Creating a new business model with a very clear understanding of value and cyclical processes increase 
the chance for those business models to become integral and serving System Value Creation. Existing 
business models can be assessed and their non-complementarity to the necessary changes can be made 
visible. The challenge is how to find the best possible solutions when the bridge on the other side of eco-
nomic system change hasn’t been finalized.
 
4.2.2. TRANSFORMATION	JOURNEY	PROGRAM
 
In 2018, r3.0 synthesized the four first-generation Blueprints into a fifth Transformation Journey Blueprint 
that placed them into an implementable format. Since then, r3.0 has piloted various Transformation Jour-
ney Programs (TJPs) that can be customized to address specific industry sectors, geographic regions, and 
issue themes, as well as a broad overarching program (dubbed the Transformation Academy). These pro-
grams have been instrumental to the development of this Value Cycles Blueprint, as the discussions we had 
in these programs showed the need for a deeper learning about value in its different forms and economic 
system responses (and their shortcomings). In so far, the TJPs are an essential concept dissemination and 
reflective learning experience for all participants, while creating essential information feedback loops to 
r3.0 for validating our Blueprint knowledge base and Recommendations. We are constantly integrating 
and updating new jointly developed knowledge into the curriculum of the Transformation Journey Pro-
gram, as we will do with the content of the Value Cycle Blueprint as well, once released.
 
4.2.3. SUSTAINABLE	FINANCE	BLUEPRINT
 
Concurrent with the development of the Value Cycles Blueprint, r3.0 developed the Sustainable Finance 
Blueprint, resulting (perhaps unsurprisingly) in significant alignment. The biggest overlap between the 
two “cousin” Blueprints is the sections on Impact Valuation and System Value, which are largely the same, 
though they play somewhat different roles in each: in the Sustainable Finance Blueprint, these sections 
represent one of the ten Activation Factors, whereas in the Value Cycles Blueprint, the sections represent 
the culmination of the developmental trajectory of the notion of value, and thus round out the proposition 
of a new system of value.
 
Also, both the Sustainable Finance Blueprint and the Value Cycles Blueprint are grounded in the Sustaina-
bility Quotient, and thus embrace a Thresholds & Allocations based approach to economic system transfor-
mation. Finally, both Blueprints advocate for the redesign of Economies as Ecosystems, picking up on the 
suggestion by Working Group Member James Quilligan.
 
4.3. BASELINING	A	REGENERATIVE	&	DISTRIBUTIVE	ECONOMIC	SYSTEM
 
The neoliberal view of shareholder primacy ruled our economic system for about four decades, and ex-
tracting value from our ecological and social systems into a financial system that structurally concentrated 
this value in pools that prevented just distribution, leading these systems to the verge of collapse.
 
The emergence of Stakeholder Capitalism represents a defensive response of the dominant system, em-
braced by such prominent players as the Business Roundtable,198 World Economic Forum,199 and Black-
rock.200 This move pulls a page from the Shared Value playbook, essentially proposing a win-win “solution” 
that spotlights where the existing system can align with broader stakeholder priorities, but without trans-
forming the fundamental disjunction between shareholder and stakeholder interests. When push comes 
to shove, shareholder interests are still prioritized over stakeholder interests, so Stakeholder Capitalism 
is merely a rhetorical shell game that leaves the underlying systemic structures unchanged. New bottle, 
same old wine.
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How do we know? As with any development, we test it against the core indicators of transformation: first, 
does it support the wellbeing of all rightsholders? Second, does it align with sustainability thresholds, 
allocated to organizations? And third, does it enable true economic indicators, when it comes to costs, 
benefits, prices, taxes, and compensation?
 
To address these issues, we pose a series of questions aimed at gaining clarification. Do any of the three 
above-mentioned initiatives:
 
• Propose a change in economic system design? No.
• Define sustainability? No.
• Distinguish sustainable from unsustainable performance? No.
• Set an intention to serve the wellbeing of all beings? No.
 
Accordingly, we believe the chances of these three initiatives achieving sustainable outcomes is: ZERO.
 
What is the fundamental flaw in all this? Why do we let ourselves be fooled by a systemic underper-
formance of all those constituencies that we should trust and rely on? Do we actually trust them? Are any 
of the three initiatives mentioned even minimally fit to recreate trust, instigate necessary innovation or 
increase global resilience? The 2020 Edelman Trust Barometer shows a dire status:
 

Figure	45:	2020 Edelman Trust Barometer201

At r3.0 we have built our existence as a global non-profit that on a pre-competitive and market-making 
level assumption. Given our existing Blueprints and Transformation Journey Programs, we use a basic 
triangulation between the below element to test the validity of a new paradigm:
 
• Rightsholders: replacing the stakeholder concept with the more robust idea of rightsholders;
• 	Thresholds	&	Allocations: asserting the need to apply normative sustainability thresholds & organiza-

tional allocations (beyond incrementalist ESG); and
•  True Measures: implementing “true” measures on costing, benefiting, pricing, taxing, and compensation
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We believe this three-pronged approach can serve as a “recipe” to align nano- (individual), micro- (organ-
isational), meso- (industry, habitat, portfolio) and macro- (economic, environmental and social systems) 
level actions into one congruent leapfrog towards wellbeing — call it the ‘supra-level ultimate end’ of what 
to achieve on a planet with finite resources.
 
4.3.1. RIGHTSHOLDERS	TO	WHOM	DUTIES	AND	OBLIGATIONS	ARE	OWED
 
To better understand this triangulation, let’s first look at the aspect of rightsholders. It builds on the con-
cept of stakeholders, first established back in the early 1960s by researchers at Stanford Research Institute 
and further popularized in the 1980s by academic Ed Freeman and others. What the concept lacks is a 
normative grounding of the relationship, which the notion of rightsholders introduces. As the term sug-
gests, rightsholders have rights that organizations have duties and obligations to respect. Take, for example, 
a right to water, in sufficient quantity and quality. Clearly, organizational impacts on water quantity and 
quality also impact on rightsholders.
 
By shifting from the more random and subjective nature of the stakeholder idea, embracing the right-
sholder concept carries significant implications. The below visual shows sequential impacts from left to 
right (nano to micro to meso to macro), creating a feedback loop of consequences from the right back to 
the left. Only when all this is one closed loop, does comprehensive wellbeing become possible. It also im-
plies that wellbeing of the individual is only possible when the ‘whole is well’, referring to the basic flaw in 
lots of marketing-based approaches about cozy, fancy, good looking solutions that often create collateral 
damage elsewhere.
 

 

Figure	46:	The Concept of Rightsholders
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4.3.2. THRESHOLDS	&	ALLOCATIONS
 
Ten years ago, we gained consciousness of our total impact on the planet. And we confirmed that we’re 
overshooting the thresholds on four of nine major Planetary Boundaries.202 About three years ago, we 
added consciousness of our total social impact — and discovered that we’re shortfalling on all 12 major 
social foundations.203

 
The bad news is that we humans are unconsciously exerting our collective impact toward catastrophic 
consequences. The good news is that we have the potential to consciously steer our collective impact 
toward regenerative outcomes. To choose regeneration over degeneration, we need to shift dashboards 
by which we steer ourselves, since our current dashboards are driving us to unsustainable heights. This is 
what thresholds & allocation can deliver. Thresholds can tell us about the availability of resources, while 
allocations define ‘fair shares’ for individual players in any given local, regional or global context, depend-
ing on the sort of resource (e.g. while emissions are global, water use is a regional).
 
What’s needed are new dashboards that navigate us back into the ‘safe and just operating space’ between 
the thresholds of overshooting ecological ceilings and shortfalling social foundations. Several United Na-
tions bodies (UNEP and UNRISD) have called for a ‘global governance body of scientists, academics, busi-
ness practitioners, NGOs and other stakeholders to provide guidance on methodologies for determining 
ecological and social thresholds, as well as guidance on approaches to allocations, all of which are readily 
and broadly applicable in practice by business, investment, and governing organizations, among others.’
 
To answer this call, r3.0’s approach for a Global Thresholds & Allocations Council (GTAC)204 is incubating 
to serve this vital function, by providing authoritative guidance for translating thresholds from macro-lev-
el boundary conditions (or “guardrails,” if you will) into meso- and micro-level applicability through alloca-
tion mechanisms (for fair sharing of resources) for creative solutions.
Specifically, GTAC will do three primary things:
 
•  vet, validate, and stimulate threshold determinations and allocations approaches for fairly sharing 

resources (and responsibilities for respecting thresholds);
•  facilitate widespread usage by supporting development of off-the-shelf methodologies for applying 

thresholds & allocations; and
•  promote trust by adjudicating disputes over threshold determinations and allocation claims.
 
What’s needed now is broad institutional support for the GTAC, from governments, investors, compa-
nies, foundations, academia, NGOs, multilaterals, and others, in order to realize this vision for creating 
a regenerative and distributive economy and society. Without such a body as the GTAC, it is hard to 
envision humanity maneuvering back into the safe and just operating space between the ecological and 
social thresholds. But with a GTAC, humanity has a chance to direct earth’s self-regulation back into the 
conditions in which human civilizations have thrived. That’s rightsholdership expressed in measurement, 
data, accountability and disclosure. It is how to prove the duty to stay within the ‘safe and just operating’ 
space, with the obligation to ensure to do everything necessary to achieve it.
 
But Thresholds & Allocation, thinking in economic, market, fiscal and monetary policy terms, can be even 
more. Supply and demand are really just proxies for scarce resources and human needs, which are obvi-
ously interrelated. If we replace supply and demand with resource thresholds and population allocations, 
we may be able to establish a 21st Century economy that is truly regenerative and distributive. Key to this 
development will also be the emergence of the Global Thresholds & Allocations Council. This potential 
was developed in a discussion with James Quilligan from Economic Democracy Advocates, a keynoter at 
the 2018 r3.0 conference.
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The Corona Crisis of 2020 has given us a great test case to apply Thresholds & Allocations Thinking and 
showcase its relevance. We offer it here as well as the question about value creation and value extraction 
as well as the need to understand Thresholds & Allocations is so illuminating in this example:205  

What’s	at	Stake:	Flatten	the	Curve	to	Respect	Carrying	Capacity
 

 
A simple dotted line. That’s what Thomas Jefferson University Population Health Professor Drew 
Harris added to existing graphics on pandemic preparedness in his February 28 tweet that made the 
#FlattenTheCurve meme “go viral” in conveying the urgency of taking “protective measures” to slow 
the spread of the Coronavirus Disease 2019 (Covid-19) pandemic.
 
What’s so important about that dotted line? It added to the mix the vital notion of carrying capacity 
– specifically, health care systems’ capacity (the finite number of beds, doctors, nurses, ventilators, 
face masks, etc…) to handle the onslaught of exponentially increasing Covid-19 cases without being 
overwhelmed (as Italy and Spain illustrated).
 
As it turns out, this key detail made all the difference in the spread of the meme. And this notion 
applies far beyond Covid-19 and even pandemics in general; most every predicament we face today, 
from climate change to income inequality, has overshoot or shortfall of carrying capacity at its core. 
We need an expanded consciousness on carrying capacity to also go viral if we are to contend with 
these conundrums.
 
To understand the significance of the dotted line, we need to rewind to 2007. That’s when the US 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) published a report on “Pre-Pandemic Planning” 
that contained original graphic of 2 “epi-curves”: one steep (with “no intervention”) and one flatter 
(“with intervention”). This graphic was reprised in a 2017 CDC report that visual-data journalist 
Rosamund Pearce picked up and adapted for a February 29 Economist article on the pandemic. (See 
graphics below)
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It was The Economist version that reminded Dr. Harris of a design he’d made years earlier for a pan-
demic preparedness training program to help students struggling with the concept of just why it’s 
vital to reduce the epidemic curve. “[S]o he added a dotted line indicating hospital capacity ‘to make 
clear what was at stake,” he told the New York Times.
 
The dotted line conveys what’s a stake when breaching carrying capacity – a “line in the sand” sep-
arating a manageable problem from a clusterfuck. Interestingly, Donella Meadows and her Limits to 
Growth colleagues drew very similar “curve graphs” to illustrate the concepts of respecting and cross-
ing carrying capacity about a half-century ago.
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What’s particularly pernicious about crossing carrying capacity thresholds is the potential for ampli-
fying feedback loops to trigger tipping points, thus exiting the relative stability of an existing state of 
a system in a non-linear phase shift to an altogether different (and inherently unpredictable) systemic 
state. Think of climate chaos as transgressing the carrying capacity threshold of temperature stability 
(the best science says the dividing line is 1.5C) tipping us into a hothouse earth, or the spontaneous 
1960s riots against racism in the US or the more recent Arab Spring that crossed the carrying capacity 
of social justice.
 
In each of these instances, there are vital resources that underpin stable systems, and if these re-
sources are depleted, or if we fail to regenerate new resources, we risk crossing carrying capacity 
thresholds. This line of thinking underpins our work at r3.0 on the Global Thresholds & Allocations 
Council, as well as our work on Multicapitalism.
 
Think of these vital resources as various “capital” stocks (natural capital, social capital, human capital, 
built capital, financial capital, and intellectual capital) that we must maintain at sufficient levels, so 
they can continue to produce generative flows. In all our work, we believe that applying carrying 
capacity thresholds, allocating resources and responsibilities in ways that are just, fair, and propor-
tionate, is the best pathway to a Regenerative and Distributive Economy and Society.
 
To better understand, let’s apply this multi-capital approach to the Covid-19 crisis, first examining 
how we risk crossing dangerous carrying capacity thresholds.
 
•   Financial Capital: At the same moment that traditional measures of financial capital are curving 

downward precipitously, as stock markets tumble across the globe, so too are we in greatest 
need of financial capital to support our wellbeing. Financial carrying capacities apply to the 
healthcare system (a “floor” of financial support necessary to keep the system afloat amidst the 
intense demand), the social infrastructure system (“shelter-in-place” orders prevent millions of 
citizens from working, risking falling beneath the financial floor of subsistence), business systems 
(which are similarly reeling from downed supply chains, market demand, and work disruptions), 
and market systems (stock markets are regularly hitting the carrying capacity of price crashes, 
triggering automated market shutdowns). Governments are allocating financial capital to buoy 
the carrying capacities in these various systems, primarily by “printing money” through deficit 
spending while praying that such debt accumulation does not cross its own carrying capacity. 
As our colleague James Quilligan of Economic Democracy Advocates asks, “how long until you 
grasp the real connection between our monetary debt and our ecological debt?”
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•   Natural capital: Professor Jem Bendell, who conceived the Deep Adaptation concept, draws a 
direct link between the Covid-19 crisis and the climate crisis. It is remarkable that at a moment 
when the lungs of the world are burning at ecocide levels, humans are met with a lung disease. 
And this abuse of natural capital has its origins in the abuses of the neoliberal model of financial 
capital growth. The decrease of availability of capacity of humans to counter pandemics and ep-
idemics now and in the future has a direct correlation with natural capital overuse. We are now 
entering the final downward spiral of losing resilience being able to survive this and other crises 
in the future. We overshot thresholds in many ways and have allocated this overuse into market 
designs that now allow viruses to spread in high speed. Economic system design disconnected 
from natural capital availability are deadly and need to be corrected as soon as possible.

•  	Manufactured	Capital: The need of the health care system for technology, machines, testing, 
and supplies for personnel up to the maximum of capacity in hospitals defines the threshold of 
manufactured capital. Overshooting healthcare system carrying capacity leads to their collapse 
at the moment of highest need. Ironically, many hospitals abandoned their slack capacity of 
additional beds and supplies, following the logic of “just-in-time” supply chain maintenance pio-
neered by Toyota in the 1980s. Allocation of the available manufactured capital, human capital, 
and social capital to areas with the highest amount of infections is now a daily challenge for 
governments and suppliers of the health care system.

•   Human Capital: The knowledge, skills, experience, and expertise of individual healthcare pro-
fessionals represent vital human capital, which is reaching the threshold of its carrying capacity 
for deployment to handle the mushrooming Covid-19 cases. Health care system budgets every-
where are in decline (and costs are increasing), so we already face a lack of trained health care 
sector employees.

 
•   Social Capital: A society thrives through collaboration and interaction. The Corona crisis is re-

ducing physical interaction, and increases the possibility of violence. Already now the amount 
of violence in lockdown areas has tripled and separation of elderly people leads to social iso-
lation. This has considerable mental and psychosomatic consequences in a population. Regular 
interaction with loved ones and friends, collaboration between businesses in trusted ways, and 
intercultural exchange define a threshold of ‘balanced interbeing’. Allocation normally happens 
automatically by befriending, joint experiences and moments of success with each other. That 
possibility is missing in a time of lockdown.
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The	Silver	Lining:	Social	Tipping	Points
 
While ecological tipping points typically result in adverse outcomes, social tipping points can be posi-
tive, creating the momentum necessary for transformative change toward respect for carrying capac-
ities. Crisis situations, as it is often said, can bring out the best in us. A multicapital thresholds-based 
assessment also allows us to look at the positive impacts in the various categories. We already hear 
stories of fish and dolphins in Venice canals again, unknown visibility of stars late at night due to 
less to no pollution, and the returning voice of nature in our joint awareness of being part of nature 
ourselves. We see great activity towards ‘staying strong together’. The Dutch King Willem Alexander 
recently called this ‘Stamenhorigheid’ (samen sterk – being strong together) in an address to the 
Dutch people, adding a new word to the Dutch vocabulary. Here are some examples of capital-based 
benefits:
 
•   Financial Capital: Citizens rich and poor are pouring donations into charities and making direct 

contributions to support those adversely impacted by the crisis
 
•   Natural Capital: The slowing down of the world economy allows nature to take a deep breath. 

Air quality increases while carbon emissions and resource overuse decrease.
 
•   Social Capital: Physical distancing, sheltering in place, and self-quarantining all require social 

capital – collective understanding of the wisdom of these measures – in order to #FlattenThe-
Curve. This understanding of our common fate can translate across other crises, creating an ethic 
of wiser stewardship of our Commons.

 
•   Human Capital: great numbers of volunteers are jumping in to support areas in urgent need. 

Medicine students and retired health care professionals are offering help to fill the carrying 
capacity constraints of the healthcare system.

 
•  	Manufactured	Capital: In order to increase health care capacity, hotel chains, educational insti-

tutions, and governments are offering space for Covid-19 overflow as well as other uses, such 
as birth clinics and physiotherapy. Countries are helping each other out with urgently needed 
supplies.

 
Never	Waste	a	Good	Crisis
 
We at r3.0 believe that awareness of thresholds and carrying capacities represents a vital mindset for 
navigating the 21st Century transformation to a Regenerative and Distributive Economy and Society. 
We believe that the #FlattenTheCurve meme, pivoting as it does on the dotted line of healthcare sys-
tem capacity, provides a ripe opportunity for a paradigm shift into thresholds and carrying capacity 
consciousness. Indeed, it often takes a crisis to foment the momentum necessary for more radical 
transformations.
 
As Giorgos Kallis points out in his book Limits, the act of self-limitation – recognizing external limits 
and making a conscious choice to live within them – represents the highest form of freedom. The 
world is currently running a global experiment on whether we can raise the game of self-limitation, as 
a means of sharing the abundance of this Earth and its living beings with all.
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Covid-19 shows in a time lapse what economic, ecologic and education system failures created in 
slow motion for the last 3 to 4 decades. We now have the unique opportunity for a maturation to-
wards the design of a ‘Regenerative & Distributive Economy’ by using thresholds & allocations as the 
new supply & demand of the 21st century, moving us away from natural and manufactured capital 
scarcity and into social and human capital abundance. How would new currencies be designed, how 
would new business models look, how would forward-looking governance replace backward-looking 
governance? How would governments fund, steer and regulate this new economy? And how would 
we achieve wellbeing for all? Now’s the time to find out!

 
Box 1: #FlattenTheCurve to Respect Carrying Capacity

 

4.3.3. TRUE	MEASURES	OF	COST,	BENEFIT,	PRICE,	COMPENSATION,	AND	TAX.
 
In consequence, what, then, would be the ingredients of such a Regenerative & Distributive Economy, 
what are the incentives for market mechanisms that could automatically do ‘the right thing’? We summa-
rize it as the Five Ts: True Costing, True Benefiting, True Pricing, True Compensation, and True Taxation.
 

Figure	47:	The Five Ts that comprise a Regenerative & Distributive Economy

 

We at r3.0 believe it is the interplay and simultaneous effects of these five fundamental shifts that allow 
markets to steer in a regenerative and distributive direction.
 
•  True Costs cover the actual impacts on nature and humanity, eliminating the perverse “externaliza-

tion” of negative effects only and “internalization” of positive effects only;
• 	True	Benefits: balances “depreciation” with “appreciation” of positive effects;
• 	True	Prices: Price aligns with sustainable impact, with unsustainable products and services rising be-

yond affordability;
•  True Taxes: Levy adverse impacts (resource overuse, pollution) and liberate positive impacts (labor) 

from taxation;
• 	True	Compensation: Link incentives to sustainable outcomes, including sustainable levels of income 

and benefits.
 
This finishes up the triangulation that we believe is necessary to spur the emergence of a ‘Regenerative and 
Distributive Economy’. In order to make way for this level of ambition, we need to set aside the faith we’ve 
placed in incrementalist efforts, and recognize the need to transcend them with higher levels of ambition.
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5. RECOMMENDATIONS
 
As a global common good not-for-profit, r3.0 provides broad Recommendations that translate our work 
into implementable formats. This often requires the constituencies listed in the Audience chapter (0.3) to 
take up these broad Recommendations and translate them into more granular detail for implementation 
in specific settings. r3.0 hosts an Advocation Partner Network of actors who perform just this kind of 
translation, and we invite all actors across diverse markets and contexts to translate these broad Recom-
mendations into implementations in your own contexts.
 
•	 Identify	your	Definition	of	"Value”
 
This Blueprint advances what we believe to be a robust definition of value, grounded firmly in Value The-
ory. We therefore have confidence that we are using a strong definition, and therefore Recommend that 
others adopt this definition. This definition holds that value amounts to
 
 claims embracing the fitness, the desirability of a (possible) fact.206 
 
However, we also subscribe to the philosophy of Fallibilism, and recognize that we could be “wrong” – 
or, stated more precisely, that others may advance a case for a stronger definition of value, with specific 
refutations of the definition we are using. As adherents to the Knowledge Life Cycle, we welcome such 
claims (value claims, that is) backed by solid reasoning. We encourage you to do the same with your own 
definitions – indeed, with all knowledge you hold to be true.
 
Until we are introduced to a stronger definition of value, however, we will continue to advocate for the 
definition of value introduced in this Blueprint, and Recommend that others also embrace this definition.
 
•	 Acknowledge	the	Current	Value	Crisis,	and	Work	for	a	New	System	of	Value
 
We believe that we have clearly identified that our culture is currently experiencing a Value Crisis, based 
on the definition of value we have been acting under (which conflates worth with wealth). In order to 
move forward, we must first acknowledge this status, as a first step toward further forward movement. 
And if we are indeed in a Value Crisis, then we need to create and adopt a new System of Value. This 
Blueprint clearly lays out the foundations for one such System of Value, namely, System Value (as we will 
explore deeper in subsequent Recommendations.)
 
•	 Embrace	and	Apply	the	Sustainability	Quotient
 
The broad definition of value we embrace can be translated into a quotient expressing the “is-ought 
problem” as follows:
 
 Is 
	 -----	 →		 Is	=	Ought
	 Ought
 
The second half of this equation (Is = Ought) represents our own normative proposal – that the human 
project, if you will (extending what Frederick Douglass laid out), is to reconcile what is with what ought to 
be.
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When it comes to universalizing this “human project,” we can find the broadest agreement that the most 
fundamentally important instance to instantiate this quotient is around the question of sustainability: 
namely, can a given practice persist, such that the overall culture of aggregate practice can persist. Ac-
cording to this logic, it follows that it is imperative to embrace and apply the Sustainability Quotient, 
which holds that  
 
   Actual Impacts*
	 Sustainability	 =		 ------------
	 	 	 	Normative	Impacts*
 
     *On the carrying capacities of vital capital resources
 
The Sustainability Quotient enables implementation of any sustainability norm or threshold, including the 
Planetary Boundaries and the Social Foundations of Doughnut Economics. The Sustainability Quotient 
transcends the UN Sustainable Development Goals, which are generally not expressed in norms that 
allow for actual measurement of sustainability.
 
•	 Advance	a	System	of	Value	that	Embraces	System	Value
 
This Blueprint identifies shortcomings of the major value schemes and regimes that currently hold sway, 
including Shareholder Value and Shared Value, as well as emerging concepts such as Valueism and Impact 
Valuation. All of these approaches fall short because they fail to identify the dividing line between what’s 
sustainable and what’s not. Therefore, regardless of how strong and valid the concepts are otherwise, they 
simply cannot create lasting solutions (except by pure accident) unless they consciously and purposely 
embrace an approach the integrates the thresholds that define sustainability.
 
In addition to embracing a disciplined definition of sustainability, a comprehensive new System of Value 
must take a systemic approach that creates value not only at the individual or enterprise or portfolio lev-
els, but ultimately at the systems level. In other words, value must be distributed across the levels of all 
systems, otherwise value simply stagnates in backwaters (think of Jeff Bezos’ wealth) instead of cycling 
through the system to support systemic health.
 
• Transcend Linear and Circular to Embrace Cyclical and Spiral Value
 
This Blueprint advances the thesis that
 
 lasting value for all is created cyclically and systemically.
 
This thesis inherently critiques notions of value predicated on linear constructs (such as Value Chains) 
and even circular constructs (such as the Circular Economy) . The natural world ultimately operates in 
cycles and spirals, thus a durable notion of value needs to similarly align with cyclical and spiral ways of 
operating. We point to the Knowledge Life Cycle as a key example of cyclical value creation, given that 
it combines single-loop learning (which asks, Are we doing things right?) and double-loop learning (which 
asks, Are we doing the right things?) and even points to triple-loop learning (which asks, How do we establish 
“rightness”?)

We also point to the Adaptive Cycle (or Holling Cycle), which encompasses not only the growth and con-
servation phases of value creation, but also the release and reorganization phases, thus more faithfully 
representing how systems actually create, destroy, and recycle value ongoingly.
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•	 Integrate	Value	Scales	through	Fractal	Nesting	(or	Panarchy)
 
The notion of Panarchy recognizes that Adaptive Cycles operate across diverse, autonomous but inter-
connected scales, such that “experimentation” can happen at discrete scales and then cross pollinate 
across scales. Viewed through this lens, we see the fractal, nested relationships between scales. As our 
Advocation Partner Martijn Veening points out, using the example of a tree, what may appear to be a lin-
ear process (such as the flow of water or nutrients from roots to branches) actually exists in larger cycles 
(the water cycle and nutrient cycle) – so, what we see depends on the scale we’re examining.
 
So the recommendation here is to recognize the inherent fractal nature of value creation, and so be aware 
of the scale of analysis when assessing value as well as the interconnections to other nested scales.
 
•	 Apply	Thermodynamic	Accounting
 
Ultimately, as with all living systems, value creation must respect the laws of thermodynamics. Indeed, 
value measurement frameworks that fail to align with thermodynamic realities provide inaccurate read-
ings; therefore, it is imperative that we align our accounting with “an empirical way of measuring the me-
tabolism of society through the cooperative activities of people using resources to meet their biological 
needs,” as James Quilligan suggests. This would entail “measuring the replenishment of renewable and 
non-renewable resources and managing them to sustain their yield.”
 
We recommend developing accounting systems aligned with thermodynamic laws, and shifting all ac-
counting to such measurement systems.
 
•	 Encourage	Bioregional	Circulation
 
Natural resources circulate in regenerative cycles, so it makes sense to tap into this design logic for value cy-
cling. Take water, for example, which circulates through evaporation, condensation, precipitation, and collec-
tion in a cycle that is bounded by the watershed at the terrestrial scale. The watershed is one of the defining 
aspects of bioregional bounding (in addition to cultural interactions with this and other landscape factors.)
 
So, we recommend the bioregion as the locus of attention for designing the cyclical circulation of value.
 
•	 Spur	the	Emergence	of	a	Cyclical	Economy
 
Taking our cue from the framing put forth by Kate Raworth, we at r3.0 call for spurring the emergence of a 
Regenerative & Distributive Economy. Peeling back the onion skin, both regeneration and distribution call 
for cycling: regeneration amounts to temporal re-cycling of value, while distribution represents the broad 
spatial cycling of value. So at its core, a Regenerative & Distributive Economy is a Cyclical Economy. We 
therefore recommend economic design predicated on value cycling, to be applied across scales – from the 
nano (individual) level to the (micro) enterprise level to the meso (sector / portfolio / habitat) level to the 
macro (economic / social / ecological systems) level to the supra (existential) level.
 
•	 Map	Value	Development	Pathways	Using	the	r3.0	Maturation	Matrix
 
The r3.0 Maturation Matrix provides a multi-dimensional tool for mapping pathways to develop and mature 
value creation, both horizontally on a continuum that crosses the sustainability threshold from degeneration 
and incremental improvement into the transformative space of regeneration and thriving, and vertically 
through scale-linking and multilevel selection that synergizes evolution of biological and social organisms.
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•	 Apply	the	Integral	Materiality	Process	to	Determine	Impact	Relevance
 
Assessing organizational impact requires a materiality assessment, yet amazingly, none of the predomi-
nant materiality methodologies (US Supreme Court Definition, SASB, GRI, etc) defines materiality as as-
sessing whether an organization’s impacts transgress the carrying capacities of all the vital capital resourc-
es it affects. Accordingly, all other materiality methodologies enable identification of immaterial impacts, 
and more importantly, ignoring impacts that clearly material.
 
We therefore recommend application of the r3.0 Integral Materiality Process, which enacts a Con-
text-Based approach to materiality, enacted through a Deming Wheel (Plan-Do-Check-Act) approach, 
which is itself cyclical.
 

6. CONCLUSION
 
Resolving our current Value Crisis may be as simple as shifting the System of Value from financialized 
valuation to System Value creation. In other words, the most fundamental solution will derive from a 
paradigmatic shift from monolithically focusing on the quantity of financial wealth to holistically focusing 
on the quality of systemic wellbeing. Indeed, the term “wealth” traces its etymological roots to the Middle 
English “weal” (or “pattern of health”), so this definitional shift would really amount to a returning back 
home.207

 
A reassessment of the directionality of value flows will also support this resolution of our Value Crisis. The 
linearity of the Value Chain, which creates stagnant pooling at its end, is currently yielding to the idea of 
a Circular Economy, which represents a step in the right direction, yet flows that circle back in on them-
selves similarly lack dynamism. Better for value to flow in cycles, and better yet in spirals, which combine 
the recursive elements of circularity with the propulsive elements of linearity.   
 
Add to this the recognition that value flows at multiple scales in fractal nesting, enabling interventions 
at multiple nodes. The key scale is that of the bioregion, which is large enough to support systemic shifts 
while still being small enough for individuals to recognize it as “home.” And the key variables are the carry-
ing capacity thresholds that define the sustainability of vital capital resource stocks sufficient to support 
ongoing resource flows for supporting regenerative value creation.
 
Combining the notions of System Value and Value Cycles results in the synthesis of System Value Cycles, 
the ultimate idea advanced in this Blueprint. We identify a number of tools and concepts that support the 
transformation from “economies as extractors” to “economies as ecosystems,” including the r3.0 Matu-
ration Matrix and the Integral Materiality Process. But in the end, the litmus test of success will be the 
degree to which individual mindsets transform, creating the critical mass necessary to trigger a paradigm 
shift to where lasting value for all is created cyclically and systemically.
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